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Introduction-

Fantasoience Digest first appeared in November 1937 as a small (5 1/2 x 8)
hectographed magazine of 32 pages0 The editor was Robert Eadie? who continned as editor for the life of the magazine., The Art editor? Jack Agnew?
contributed some colorful hectograph illustrationse John 15 Baitadonis was
"Associateo" With the second issue it became large size? with 22 pagesj a
contributing editor, Willis C9 Conover? was' addedo The first anniversary
issue was the last of the hectographed issuesj with the next issue it became
a mimeographed magazine. At the same time Baitadonis is replaced by George
Ro Hahn as associate editor ^‘he next two issues have only ^adle and Agnew
at the helm? Fred Wa Fischer is added with the July 1939 issueo With the
12th issue? Jan 1940, Agnew becomes co~editorg but is demoted back to
assistant editor with Ndo 13° The Nov 1941 issue? appearing after a long
hiatus? had as "Editorial Directors" Robert A? Madle, lust ih Barron? and
Jack Agnew? Fred Wo ^lecher and Jack Baitadonis were "Associateso" A JanFeb
issue was promised (the fourth anniversary issue) for about
January 15th? it is 16 years overdue.,

^aterial in [ ]
h^s been inserted by the present editor? parenthetical
Statements are as tr mscribedo Only the most obvious spelling ani punct
uation errors have been corrected,.
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THE MALIGNANT PEEZLE
by
Henry Kirttner
I’d cleaned my typewriter. Consequently.; it was with a considerable shock
that I noticed a tiny bald head protruding from the innards of the machine9 and
I thought for a moment it was a bug of some sorto It wasn’t, though., I stopped
typing my yarn, "The Inside Out-Galaxy/' which was to tell about the desparate
attempt of Professor Peezle to save the earth from the attack of marauding
vacuum-men — and I stared at the bald heado It rose higher and a tiny, whitebearded face was peering at me from the keys.,
"Hello, fathead," it said in a squeaky voice.

"I’m Professor Peezle."

I had always expected something like this •— ever since the night, after
ten hours of typing, I had seen my typewriter abruptly recede into the fourth
dimension., I leaned back in the chair and shut my eyes, breathing deeply.,
When I opened txiem the bald head was as large as my fist, and it was perched on
top of a scrawny body which sat on the edge of the desk. The little man was
fumbling with a drawer, trying to open it.

"You might offer me a drink," he said reproachfully..

Dazedly I opened the drawer and handod the little man a flat brown bottle.
He fumbled with the cork, cursed, and suddenly shot up until he was nearly six
feet tall. That done, he extracted the cork and shrank again to his former
size. "Handy trick, this atomic compression," he said absently. "Makes the
liquor last longer." But at the rate he was drinking, the flat bottle would
soon be empty0
I took it away from him. "Listen," I said, "Are you real?"
"Yeah," he said, eying the bottle. "Why not? You’ve been writing about
me long enoughs Lousy writing, too. 1 could do better myself."
That stung. "I may not be a Wells," I told him hotly2 "But just the same
if it-hadn’t been for me you’d never have existed."
He sneered. "Existed^ Do you call that existence? I was bored stiff.
Nothing to do but save the earthy save the earth, save...."

"What’s dull about that?"
He expanded to six feet again, snatched the bottle, and drank greedily.
"PlentyJ I haven’t had a drink in years, except when I was on the opposite
page from a bottle. No fun. Nothing. The only thing a scientist is good for
is to save the world. I can do it with my
a hands tied."
"But you’re supposed to he a serious old scientist
He leered at me wickedly. "Say, mug, just try putting me in a love story.
I’d...."
I broke in hurriedly. "Never mind. What would the readers say?"
He let out a strain of oaths. "I hate their insides. I hate yours, too.
A character never has any fun. ’Why, I’ve spent whole days looking through my
laboratory, thinking you may have put a bottle of whiskey on the shelf by mistake,
but no — not you. Never a taste. You’re just a stingy, fat-headed...«" He
made several uncomplimentary remarks.

"The hero never kicks," I told him.
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"Why should, he? He gets the girl9 I help him out, do all the work, saw
the earth — and I’m supposed tcrhe satisfied with my laboratory. In a dozen of
your stories about me the hero gets the girl, and I get a test-tube. Scallions
to that®" He watched me furtively and then said, "Lousy style you’ve got anyway

"Whjg you sawed-off little shrimp," I said hotly® "What do you mean, lousy
style? I’d like to ®e you try your hand at my job — in fact, I’d like to
change places with you just to watch you squirm#"
His face lit up with a malicious smile® "I was waiting for that," he
ohuckledo "You’ve done it now, sucker® And Lord help you, for I won’t® You
just bet we’ll trade placesi"

With that he began bounding from key to key of my typewriter® As a line
of type began to grow on the paper an amazing phenomenon took place® I felt
myself grow hazy, unreal.. Like a cloud of smoke I was sucked into the typewriter#

‘

Blackness took me® When I recovered x found myself in the story I’d been
writing, "The Inside-Out Galaxy®" It was an utterly amazing - experience® Thera.
I was, a character in the yarn — and at the typewriter, pounding away busily, ~
occasionally swigging a drink from tho bottle — was Professor Peezle®
It was diabolioal-ly clever® Halfway through the story Peezle mysteriouslyvanished, and a stranger appeared from the fourth dimension® That was me® I
could only squirm and curse as Peezle typed the story®
I wasn’t even the hero® Just a scientist, and I commenced to understand
what ?eezle had suffered® Test-tubes, machines, gadgets — what did I know
about this® I had to stay in the ^jory, watching impotently, as Peezle raised
the dickens, drinking my liquor, flirting with the maid, and, worst of all,
writing nasty letters to the editors.

But that isn’t why I’m sending out this appeal for help — this desparate
S 0 So I can’t get out of the d;oxy — Peezle tricked me too cleverly for that.
The worst of it is that those vacuum-men are descending upon the earth, and I
don’t know how to §top them® Peezle knewj he always saved the earth® But I’m
no scientist, and I can only sit and suffer as the vacuum-men pour down in
ever-increasing hordes® Earth is doomed®...
Or it will be, unless somebody does something- about that guy Peezle®
as
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Stanley G® Woinbaum
by
Hobert W® Lowndes

The late Stanley G. Weinbaum will, we think, have had as much influence
in. the shaping of future science fiction, as well as today’s science fiction,
as the great poet Charles Baudelaire had upon the entire panorama of continental
and much of American poetry. Just as Baudelaire brought new blood, perspective,
and consciousness, to a new movement in literature, decadence, which had already
been set in motion by Edgar -^llan Poe in this country, Weinbaum brought to per-*
fection a different, refreshed type of fiction which had been set in motion by
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a few scattered writers like Dr® Edward Elmer Smith® .And again, like Haudelaire,
Weiribaum was infinitely greater, broader in scope than his predecessors®

What are some of the qualities that set Weihbaum apart from his fellow
science fiction writers? One was humanism® His people were alive, vivid, seal —
the problems he set t&om against were understandable 9 human problems.. One
editor said that Weinbaua/’s stories were just good adventure tales on a fantastic
stagey WQ disagree — they were a great deal more than that® A very great
quality in Weihbaum was one of scientific appreciation. He approached science
without blindfolds, without sentimentality? he did not fall into the error, as
so many others ? of thinking science either a god or a demon, looking upon science
as something which would save humanity or doom it® He realised that science,
in itself. was incapable of being either benevolent or malignant, that knowledge
was neither partial to human beings nor adverse to them, that science was no
panacea® Science could merely show a multiplicity of courses man. was able to
follow? it could not choose among them, Not science, but man is. responsible
for the machine age9 Science showed man how to build metal monsters, but man
chose the building thereof? science sho-wed man how to construct horrific engines
of wholesale demolition, but science did not choose man’s use of them or decree
that they should be used for the. benefit of a few at the cost of billions®
Weiribaum had., again, imaginative appreciation® Ae did not invest liars,
for example, with lovely humans, gorgeous heroines for earthmen' to conquer?
he used appreciation of liars’ alienage and evolved thereon a logical form of life
and a logical psychology for that life to follow® Whether or not his basic
factors were absolutely sound is irrelevant® Science fiction is imaginative,
creative literature of escape® ^t is based, true, upon what we believe to be
exact science, but if an author takes a few liberties, that is permissible®
Because we know very little and of what we know, much is indubitably false®
^t is very doubtful that if any of the science fiotionists can ever give an
accurate picture on what man will find on Mars if he ever gets there, what
his reactions and the reactions of the Liartian; phenoraesjons to man will be®

Another quality in Weiribaum was his ready and keen sense of humor® He
did not let his discoveries overawe him? he never took himself seriously® Be
cause of that, he was able to dive deeper, stay there longer, and come up dryer
than any of his contemporaries® He was acute, philosophical, and prying, almost
to the point of mediaevalists, who were like young birds, opening their mouths
wide and gulping down every bit of intellectual nourishment their gullets could
hold® $hat they necessarily had to swallow a good deal of sand, debris, and
refuse didn’t discourage them a bit®
It is still early to jv.dge properly Weiribaum’s effect upon science fiction®
-We can see a few results, and, with optimism as our guide, male© a few prophecies?
we can f^el reasonably certain that science fiction has gained immensely from
weiribaum“s influence and that it has, now, greater possibilities than ever be
fore o But to be worthy of him, we must not ignore his example and fall into
the errors he brought to light? we must not deceive ourselves into thinking,
we who love and believe in science fiction, that science fiction is, in itself,
a panacea for the world’s literary illness, that it will succeed by itself and,
by the magic of its own voice, become the superevolved creative literature
that we desire it to become® Better to face facts and say science fiction will
NOT rise to great heights, will NOT be the literature of tomorrow unless we
make it so®
•
FINIS
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FOURTH DIMOoIQNAL DIFFICULTIES

by
Milton A. Rothman
•Many science fiction stories have brought us a fascinating subject which
is slightly difficult to comprehend at first , but which is one of the most
interesting phases of the Einstein Theory^ This is the matter of the shape of
the universe.
One of the statements which scientists use to buf:?alo the layman is the one
about the universe being infinite and at the sama time bounded* This statements,
as with too many others, is open to interpretation in various ways®
he best way to look at it is to consider the universe as being the sur
face or a sphere® But the universe is three dimensional —- how can it be a
suffaoe? A sphere, which 1® a three dimensiwaal solid, has a two dimensional
surface which is curved in the third dimension. Just imagine a flat piece of
paper wrapped around a sphere and you can see what I mean by a two dimensional
-surface carved in the third dimension:.
How expand everything one dimension... Imagine a four dimensional sphere
covered. by a three dimensional surface which is curved around in the fourth
dimension* Or rather don’t try to imag:Lno it. Just consider it. Now. the
universe is this three dimensional surface® - It is not the sphere itself, but
ths i?w?fa30;; and everything on. it has ths gece^t^ical properties of lines on
a surface of a sphere, just expanded one dimension furthero
Cn ths surface of a sphere there arc no such things as straight lines.
You have, -instead, great circles, which are the circumferences of sections which
go through the center of the sphere. Just like ’’parallels'* of longitude on the
earth® And incidentally, the term parallel”’ is not so bad, because although the
lines meet at the poles, spherical geometry is different from plane geometry,
and on the surface of a sphere these lines actually are parallel®

It is obvious that on a surface of a sphere a point which moves in a
straight line (along a great circle) will come back to its starting point. No
matter in what direction it moves, it will oomo back to the place it started
from.
xhe seme is true of the universe. Since it is to be considered the sur
face of a sphere, all straight linos on it are sections of great circles,, and
an object which sets out in any direction at all will return to the starting
point. It will seem to have traveled in a straight line, according to all the
tests you can. impose upon it, but lo and behold., it is back from where it started*

An objection can be raised here* tJhen an object travels around the
world its curve ban be measured® Why not in space? This is because although
we occupy a Wo dimensional surface, we are really three dimensional and thus
can see the curve which is in the direction of the third dimension® If we were
two dimensional beings we could not conceive of the third dimension and thus
could perceive no curve®
It is that way with us* Vie are throe dimensional and can conceive of no
curve in the direction of the fourth® Thus, the universe seems to us unbounded
in every direction, although really, when you go far enough you curve right
back to the smarting pointy And that is what is meant by infinite and bounded®
The universe possesses/definite volume, just as the surface of the earth has a

definite area, but travel as far as you want, you cannot reach the end. of it.
The cry is raised* What is beyond the universe? If it has a limited
volume, there must be something else occupying the rest of the Cosmos^ But
there really is no beyond, The universe is total, complete, There is no con
tinuance of the plane of the earth, xt curves back upon itself and leaves no
place to hook another plane on,
•^ut there are other planets/ Yes, However, in order to reach them you
must travel in a direction perpendicular to the plane of the earth’s surface,,
A flatlander could not conceive of this.

There may be other universes in the Cosmos, But in order to reach them
§ne must travel in a direction perpendicular to all three axes of our surface.
This direction is called the fourth dimension, and. it is this motion which
Authors speak about when mentioning ’’travel into the fourth dimension,” This
quotation itself has no meaning, as a dimension is not a space into'which one
can travel, but by moving in the direction of the fourth dimension one can,
according to the above theories, reach other universes.
Before closing, and allowing you to enjoy your headaches in peace, her®
is another idea to toy with, First, let us recapitulates We have two dimen
sional surfaces curved in the third dimension and separated by the third
dimension. Secondly, we have three dimensional surfaces curved in the fourth
dimension and separated by the fourth dimension. Can we have a third step?
The four dimensional cosmos curved in the fifth dimension and separated from
other cosmos by the fifth dimension^ ^nd can we go yet higher?, , 0 »

otice, however, that all of this does not take any consideration of
people with a four dimensional existence. It merely regards universes and
higher universes separated by further dimensions, and dividing and subdividing
by themselves,
o 4.
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LOOKING AROUND
with Willis Conover, Jr
What happens * to magazines when popular writers edit them, Personally,
I don’t know, but none of us will have long to find out, for F, Orlin Tremaine
has vacated the Astounding Stories offices, and the new editor is none other
than John W. Campbell, Jri This -.. may not be news by the time it breaks into
print, for news in the fantasy world has a speedy metabolism, but it is offered
here in hopes that the as yet unenlightened may learn of the transition taking
place in Astounding’s editorial elements,

^ill popular Campbell continue publishing his own stories in Astounding?
And, if so, will they appear under his own name, or will ’’Don A, Stuart” break
forth in sudden fruitfulness? How about the Penton-^lake series in Thrilling
bonder Stories? Would the editor of a science—fiction magazine contribute reg
ularly to his competitor’s publication?

At any rate it is certain that Campbell, who has seen science-fiction
rise swiftly and fall hard sinoe Amazing Stories first peeked grotesquely from
the newsstands, will make Astounding Stories truly outstanding in one way
if not in another. He may even change the title to Popular—Super—Science,
featuring one piece of fiction and a dozen fact articles in each issue. Who
krfovW?
*
tAsxsax. A-----
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It is supposed, that Campbell is negotiating with Virgil Finl.y, leaning
post of Weird. Tales, to illustrate the revamped, magazine — though the infor
mation is, at the most, uncertain
tt*#*#******

Mention of Virgil Finlay renews pleasant thoughts of the enjoyable week
your correspondent recently spent with the Finlays in Rochester, New York®
It was fascinating to watch Virgil at work,
for he is a most painstaking
limner
carefully placing each tiny dot in the desired, position, not jerking
the pen all over the paper, as young imitators often do® Time means little to
Virgilo
spends as much as three days on a single drawing, usually working
all night and all day to meet a fast-approaching deadline®

A semi-biographical personality sketch of his life and Interests appears
in the reader’s department of the December [1937] Weird Tales, on the stands
tomorrow® You’ll recognize the issue by the nude on the cover, which Virgil
has painted to illustrate Nictzin Dyalhis’s first story in fear years, ’’The
Sea Witch®”
•x- * * * « * * * * « «
Esquire, which in the past year has featured stuff by ]onald Wandrei,
Richard Vaughan, Frank K. Kelly, Mark Scherer, and Fletcher Iratt, has in its
November [1937] issue (now on sale) a fantasy by Howard Wandiei, Don’s artist,
brother, who writes under the name '”H. W. Guernsey," and an article by Thomas
Calvert “Rebirth” McClary,, Th® contributor^ page presents a photo of Wandrei
and a brief outline of the lives of both him and McClaryo
If the regular fantasy magazines ever go under, Esquire may be our salvation<s Yeah — at fifty cents per’ [And then there was 'layboy,»»]
o+o+o+o+o
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SPAWN
A silence deep o’er all impending
Through all space as quiet reigna,
Space without beginning, endings
Nothing, nothing in infinite planes.,

Then with a burst of flame of torn
Matter from the dim beginning..
Fires join? a universe is born®
-Nebulae through space go winging®
Fragments flung fly far and widoj
A star is born; a sun is mads,
A sun whose spawn burst from his side
To take their place in orbits laid®

—J. Chapman Miske
ooooo
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MI Mission m HEAVEN
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by
Don Ao Wollheim
IrZalSed
the golden streets of Paradise on my way to the Palace
of the One True Gode All about
me crowds of angels we® passing, their sweet
faces glowing in vacantly idyllic smiles, their blue eyes vapid and devoid of
se^3e* their mouths voicing swelling paeons of glory and praise, mainly happily
out of tune and usually not the same songo I had to shoulder my way thrm^gh
mobs of these creatures, often getting a wing tip in my eye, or my toes stepped
on, or having the hard-jewelled tip of a harp thrust into fee small of my back.

I finally found my way to a street corner andsfcood against a radium lamp
post while I wiped my brow. The eternally shining sun, reflected from the
gold sidewalks (which were heated in the process) and from the diamond windows,
made sucn a dreadful glare that I wished I had not taken this mission, I would
like to have gone back for my green sun-goggles but I dared not, President
Lemke had sent me to Heaven to ask aid in restoring prosperity, as he had
finally given up hope of humanly doing it, I could not let the party down,
so I set off again.

All streets led uphill in Heaven as the ord is All-Highest and His house
is above all,
his made it hard walking, let} eventually I arrived at the
gates of God’s House, Two radiant creatures ( I wished again I had my sun
glasses; with fiery swords that made me perspire profusely barred the way,
I explained what I wanted and they let me pass.
Inside it was drafty. It always is in God’s Houses, The ceiling was
about a mile high, and gloomy grey stone Gothic walls towered about me, I
trudged along the hall for nigh half a mile, and then came to a desk and tele
phone switchboard where sat a sneezing Archangel, I questioned him., and he
directed me to God's Bed-Room where he said I would find Him whom I sought.

After much devious ways, and after acquiring a promising cold in the
head from the drafty, damp corridors, I arrived before the door. It was nar
row but high, I knocked.

There was no answer, but from within came a sound of motion, and noise as
of things being tossed about, and a deep breathing. Gathering up "courage, I
pushed the door open and entered.
It was a bed—room, all right. But what a mess, "^hings were topsy-turvy,
pillows and drawers scattered about, all manner of things strewed on the
floor, nad on His Knees on the floor, His Head under the bed, was GOD£ I
stopped short wondering what He was looking for. I gathered breath to ask Him
how we humans might find Recovery.
But just then I heard Him mutter angrily, I listened and fled. For our
cause was hopeless. For it would do no good asking Him to find Recovery for
us, until He’d solved His own greater problem. And, from experience, I knew
not even He could do that. For I had heard Him mutter?—
"Where in Heaven did I leave that Collar Button?”
+
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ALL THE SAME
by

Sam Moskowitz

T
“ho science-fiction fan field, is a curious development^ What with its
countless little publications, endless parade of petty quarrels and lightning
changes it forms a fertile field for the searching psychologist to analyze.
Everything moves fast in the field of science fiction. Perhaps not fast
as far as days and months are concerned, but no two years pass successively
and find the scheme of action even remotely resembling its position in preceding
years,

Probably the most unstable things in the field of fantasy are the versitle
amateur publications. Every page of every issue is radically different from
the one preceding it. The magazines themselves are published at the whims and
fancies of a group of perhaps over enthusiastic fantasy fans., Yet it is sig
nificant to hear some fan of two years duration in the fan field say disgust^
edly ”It!s all the same, it never changes, I’m getting fed up on the whole
business," quite strange for a fan to state all things the field in which he
is interested are all the same. In a sense the speaker is right, but still he
doesn’t actually know what to say in order to cover up his lack of interest.
He doesn’t actually mean that the field is changeless when he says all
the same, rather, he is inferring that the whole situation is hopeless,
has tried unsuccessfully to keep up with the trend for say, about two years.,
and then finding the pace a bit too fast attempted to corner his activities
to one niche and confine them there. That,, fans, is our greatest flanger.
Hundreds of examples of that fadt cast the designs of many cases on the nn—
written pattern of fan philosophy.
Take for example the advocates of the old, Fantasy Magazine, They stayed
with the magazine from its infant days, many of them having changed the roster
of Cosmology for a berth on The Time Traveller and The Science Fiction Digest,
..hey were a great bunch o± fans, Probably they were among the most enthuRnaetio
and worthwhile fans ever produced by science fiction, They found it comparatively simple to absorb such later accomplishments as Science Fiction, many
of M’s supplement booklets, Marvel Tales, and what not. Then came the inception
of Charles D. Hornig as managing editor of Wonder Stories, This provided the
possibilities for a much wider group of fans. Starting in driblets, new fan
magazines and new fan activities commenced to seep into the field, Publications
of every size, shape, and description flooded the field, Some printed, most
of them mimeographed, a number hectographs!, and even a few carbon copied and
hand written. For a time the old guard (of fans, that is) strove heroically to
absorb these new comers and to mold them into their viewpoint. Their success
on this point was only partial and as th© fan journals commenced to pop up al"!
over, most of the older fans made what they believed to be a very wise decision.
Since most of these new comers were quite weak and ineffectual as compared with
magazines like Fantasy, Marvel, etc,, they would confine the hugest majority of
their activities to the older members of the field and the newcomers shift for
themselves, either to die a natural death thru negligence and their own incapacity,
or to build themselvea up to the point where they might be accepted among all
circles. This plan of action was perfectly all right at the beginning. The

■tried and true fans ware still predominate. However, they reckoned without
circumstance. Some died, others dropped out due to lack of interest, financial
troubles and numerous other reasons., Here and there one of the earlier fan
-magazines faded out of existenceand so it went. Perfectly natural most might—
say0 Hew fans would take the place of the old and the thing would continue
that way. ^ut — although fans were willing to purchase and read magazines
like Fantasy^ they were not friendly toward the magazine. A constant jealousy
knawed [sicJ in their brains. The old timers in their opinion., were virtual
gods who held the key to all soientifictional secrets; who had the circumstances
initiative, and intelligence to turn out something worth while, ahi the new
fans were sadly lacking in many of these essentials. Eventually the entire
struggle narrowed down to two sedtors. Fantasy, backed by many famous fans,
editors and authors of many years activities and understanding, against almost
every other fan soientifictional group. Fantasy bucked them and outclassed
them all up to its very last issue. indirectly the end of that fine magazine
was brought about by a fan magazine published by newcomers that seriously
threatened to rival if not surpass the leader.. That magazine was the ScienceFantasy uorrespondent. Sick of years of fan inconsistencies, Fantasy Magazine
■conceded the leadership to the new magazine and bowed out of the field in '
grand style. A fine illustration of the result of that plan of action is a
house suddenly lifted and carried off by a cyclone, leaving its bewildered
inhabitants to shift for themselves, penniless5 in an
entirely hostile worldo
“his lie the very same situation encountered by the old time fans who had con
fined their activities to but one sector of the fan field. They looked around,
finally to find that for them there was practically to do but go out. On every
side of them bristled strange, hostile, peculiar types of soientifictional
activities, almost totally alien to 'what they had formerly experienced. It was
a large group in which they could not find one familiar spot to congregate and
carry on the activities they loved. A few attempted to string along with the
new magazine?, only to have their hopes rudely blasted by the sudden change to
Amateur Correspondent. Others dazed at the activities about them, shuddered
and retreated gracefully., Quite a number were offered friendly invitations to
join various prominent groups, which merely offered them the comparison of
what their former groups were compared
to the newer oneso They ssornfully
declined the invitations A few weak attempts to establish a new base of oper
ations, and then the field belonged to the newcomers entirely. A typical ex
ample of narrowing your choice.

What to do? How can one prevent this thing? Admittedly, it is next to
impossible to encompass the entire field individually, and truly, from many
aspects, the situation stands well nigh hopeless* The chances of becoming
utterly disgusted by the peculiar meanderings of numerous fans is predominant.
If I knew the answer to the riddle, I might be wise indeed, but I have a sug
gestion. First of all, get in strongly, not necessarily blindingly, with one
of the prominent groups of fans. Hext, branch out and establish yourself in
entirely different groups. A good mixture for continued interest might be a
base of Hew York, Pennsylvania fans, add a dash of S’utile Press, thro in a slice
of slaughtered English (only one man’s opinion), and top it off with a bit of
"cheerio,” "pip-pip," and possibly just the slightest trace of "down under"
Wigginsiana or slaughterhouse beef, to complete the dish. You will then have
activity of a different nature, one may die down, another intensify, and by all
means do not disregard newcomers or members of the old guard breaking in again.
Everything in moderation, you understand, and when you finally do drop out, you
will know that it was not through your awn disgust, the death of any particular
organization, or the scheming efforts of an opposing- brother, but rather because
you have grown intellectually beyond the stage, and have advanced to greater
thines’
[.]
0=0
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FUN WITH ATOMS
by

Henry Suttner

A New York publishing firm is bringing out a magazine devoted, to slightly
spicy science-fiction# [Marvel Tales] Intrigued by the news, I made a quick
trip in my time machine to 1999 AODO and selected at random a half-dozen magazines
from a newsstand there# dt is my purpose to lay before the reader a startling
and significant revelation of the future specialization of s~f0
We might have expected it* There has been Scientific Detective Stories
stories» and now a magazine dealing with the lascivious aspects
of science# Naturally the process will continue* Nevertheless I was sur
prised, on scanning the various magazines I had brought back from 1999 A.D#, to
see one called Astounding Heal Confessions# The cover shows a slightly dishev
eled blonde cowering before the advance of a robot with a neutron-gun in one
lund and something that looks suspiciously like a bottle of gin in" the other*
The feature story is called "I Married a Hopped-Up Robot," and hegina thus?

"My pre-childhood was a happy one, and I have fond memories of the days
when, as an embryo, I gamboled innocently in my test-tube* But one day. about
two months before I was born, a handsome robot with soulful blue photo-electric
cells bought me, took in© to his home, and immediately aged me in his evolutionarv
jhamber* I emerged as a sweet young thing of sixteen* • When I rushed up to my "
..cusband and threw my arms around his neck, I got my first taste of his wicked
ness* Instead of responding to my kiss, he ground his gears in my face, and
before I could stir, I felt his avid clutch* * #"
Well, that just shows you* The next magazine I nicked up was called
featured a story called "Atom-Blasters of th© Bio Grande
and
started off thuss
3
"For months the western prairies had been terrorized by the mysterious
bandit known only as ’The Quanta*3 Lefty ^ardy, reining his pinto horse to a
halt, smiled grimly as he looked down at a hard of fat termites grazlng in the
valley beneath* Wal, leetle boss,’ he said, »I plumb reckon they’d shore be
hell a-poppinf if the ranchers knew I wz The Quanta* ♦

’You said a mouthful, paid,’ the horse replied* * #”
I put down that magazine and picked up another, called Scientific Love
th9 feature story was titled, "HoS0A Means Passion# "‘“He^TTcvTit
started3
4
Bita^ Miggs, staring into the mirror, ruffled her golden curls end sobbed
Nobody loved her* -And only yesterday she had found out why# She was radioHer
friend had told hex1 pos and then gone off to the Eclipse^Club
with Marvin Undergunk, the only men
Bitsy had ever loved. Even now Bitsy
could remember the ecstatic night a week ago when she and Marvin had parked in
tne moonlight and he had said, his voice tense with passion, ’How are your
genes?’ Bitsy sobbed again, and picking up from her bureau her x-ray photograph
of Marvin, she smothered it with radioactive kisses# •
The next publication was called Amazing Tiny Tots#
story called, "How Slapsie Rabbit Split the Atom#"

I shall quote from the
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"What a nice day, Slapsie Rabbit thought* Solar radiation, filtering
through the Heaviside layer, made him feel hot in his fuzzy little fur coat*
But Slapsie was hungry® & had refused to eat the nice bowl of Wheaties his
bunny mother had placed before him that morning, and now Slapsie9s tummy was
empty as a vacuum* A vacuum has one atom to every cubic centimetero Remember
that,
kiddies."
Somehow I feel there is
newsdealer from 1999 A*D» has
know why I didn’t pay him for
days currency is deflated and
some form of money current iu

little purpose in continuing* Especially as the
just arrived in his time machine and is wanting to
the magazines* I offered him a dollar, but he
demands payment in tehees© , which seems to be
1999
A*I)*, Naturally I have no tcheeze*

I had intended to keep these future magazines on file, lending them to
any readers who might be interested, but the newsdealer has just snatchedthem
up and returned to 1999 A*D„ I realize that without proof my statementsmay
be open to doubt* But I am not the man to take such an accusation lyingdown*
If any Doubting Thomas among my readers will send be some tcheeze, I shall be
very glad to return to 1999 A«D*, and purchase the magazines in question, and
mail them to him* If this isn’t a fair arrangement, I don t know what is*
Moreover, if any man calls me a liar, I have given the editor of this magazine
permission to fight him on my behalfo

[[[[[[[[[wmajim
Fantascienoe Digest, May-June, 1938 (19 4)
LOOKING AROUND

with
Willis Conover
Although Walter H* Gillings doesn’t know it, he came so close to acquiring
Virgil Finlay as illustrator for his Tales of Wonder that it isn’t even funny®
And for the fact that Virgil isn’t illustrating his magazine, Gillings has none
other than A* Merritt to thank*
Gillings has no doubt fainted by now*
While we were staying with Virgil Finlay in Rochester, we made it known
that a new fantasy magazine — to wit, Tales of Wonder — was being1 published
in England* Virgil became highly interested, obtaining from us Gillings’ ad
dress, and obviously being quite ready to sit right down and send him samples
of his work (haw5) just as soon as he finished placing the dot he was laboring
with*
o eV' *xta <
It seems Virgil was eager to branch out into other magazines (in addition
to, not besides, Weird Tales)* Appreciative of the start Weird Tales’ ditor
Wright had given him, however, Virgil didn’t care to produce for magazines which
in any way competed with Wright’s publication — as he believed the science
fiction mags do9 forking for a British magazine, though, would be an entirely
different matter* European publications couldn’t interfere with the circulation
of a magazine distributed largely on this continent* So Tales of Wonder was to
hear from Virgil Finlay very soon*
Meanwhile, A* Merritt invited him to New York and had a little talk with
him*.. *
And now Virgil^ drawings may be observed each Sunday in the American
Weekly — editor, A* ^Merritt*
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We feel there should be a moral to this story, but we can’t think of one
just at the moment*

H + H
Eantascienoe Digest, May-June, 1938 (l.,4)

WHITHER WOLLHEIM?
Dy
Richard Wilson, Jr*

Here was the store I was looking for® A large banner strung across the
front proclaimed: "The House of a Million Items. We sell everything*"
I wen* in and banged on a counter until a clerk appeared*
he said*

"Ynqifln-r?”

”1 want a space ship/’ I told him*

"Right you are*
"Any color*

What color?"

Preferably pink."

"Will you step this way, please?

We keep them in the rear of the store*"

"Do you have much call for this sort of thing?" I queried*
*
T®0,131®
111 around Christmas time and confide in me*
tQ>'“
about ^Deir little bra—ah, children — and how they are simply
daffy about Buck Rogers* Then they demand a space ship* Such people annoy ms '
beyond measure* I know they mean a toy ship, but I always show them the real
ones* If they ask for a demonstration, so much the better* Otherwiwe I sneak
up behind them and drop andirons on their heads*"
’’Doesn’t it hurt them?”

T.

”1 suppose so, sir,” he shrugged.
’’You wouldn’t do anything like that to me, would you?”

anrn ,
such a thing? You do me a great wong*"
smiled oddly* When these — do you mind if I call them pest, sir? I likeBut
to he
speak j-reely® Thank you — when these pests are inside the ship, we roll back
the roof and shoot them off into space*”
"Just good, clean fun, eh?"

"You“re jolly well right* Well, here we are*
sxzes they are, sir* We oall this one the Skylark*"
"After Smith?" I asked*
particularly*

Anytime at all*

All colors, shapes and

Morning, afternoon, after lunch —

"You don’t understand* E* E. Smith wrote some stories in which several very
super ships were called The Skylark. I thought perhaps you knew*w

,

”"aSn9t he the one?

"No, no*

E’ Smith, I mean*

Didn’t he chop off Pocahontas’

You’re thinking of John*"

,4V
!'fohnY Oh, no* John is here with us*" Me called, and a sawed-off fellow
with pants appeared* They, the pants, stretched’from his shoes to his chest
ob
Teets
carried a pail, full of metallic
^yjvV iiSo
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The clerk inspected, them ani selected, one. He polished, it up a bit on
his sleeve? then squinted, along tb> barrel. He -waved, it at me.
"Stand away from
those oirtains, will you?" he asked. "I don1 b went
to damage them."
"HeyS"- I protested. "You’.o not going to shoot me with that thing?
are you?"
"Why? no," he said in a hurt roice. "How could you think such a thing?
Just a bit more to the left9 Thaaaai’s it."
He squeezed the trigger. The?e was a roar and a flash and I xelt a
ringing in my ears.
The clerk peered in my direction, craning hie neck in a
"What ever became of you?" he asked, peaking to a point several feet xrom w„ere
I was standing.
"You might have warned me you wex® going to make such a racket," I said®
"I should have held my ears. And what do yon mean 'What ever became of me*?
Bid the explosion injure your eyesight? I'm right here.

"Where?"
"Herer1 I said testily.
"You were, maybe, but not now®

Look in the mirror."

I looked.
"I don’t see anything."
"That’s just the point."
"What's
'just the point?"
"That is. ^here’s nothing to see.

Hot evon you.

You’re gone. See?"

I saw. Or, rather, I didn’t see. I wasn’t there.
"H’m," I said, passing my hand before my eyes and not seeing it.
invisible^, am I not?"
"That’a what you are,"

"I’m

He chuokledf

"Convenient, isn’t it?"
"Convenient? How?"
"I mean I could murder you two thugs with my bare hands 0 Ard when people
came to see what all the rumpus was about., I’d just walk out, and no one would
be able to see me."
"Oh, but you wouldn’t do that, sir, would you?"
"Certainly not," I said. Taey felt happier immediately, not being able

to see me smile.
a time. "IVhere you
"What
you doin’?" asked John, as I was silent for
now?"
lock it — so^ Now,"
"Over here," I said? "by the door^ ■Sid I’m going to one of these space
T anid suiting the action to the word, "I’m going to enter
. .. . .
1 said, suiting uuw
« lar™ chamber and I don't think
ships and zoom around the room. It s qy.. e
-S
_av have to run about
there’s much chance of my colliding with anything, -ho
_
a bit so th^t I don’t bZp into you. You’ll have to be rather speedy, too? I
spao^Sips - even tho BloUt of item - do seven nllee a second."
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So I settled, into the controlling-chair of the ship and. shut the automatic
doorso Soon I was whizzing around, the space ship storeroom, missing chandeliers
and. ehaifS©^longues by inches and. scaring my invisible-ray-wielders out of what
wits they hado

After a hit I pushed a button above the windshield that had intrigued me
for some timeo (That sentence is not muddled? both the button and the windshield. —
which I affectionately called Walter — had held my attention6T^Immediately a
blue beam leapt out, searing a bit of the upholsteryo This was wonderful? I
■burned it on the miscreants below, demolishing them instantlyo
I then tore thru the wall and looped thru the rest of the store, scaring
floorwalkers and knocking down pedestrians..

Then I came home and wrote this0 It8s not such an easy task, tho9
osn’t see the keyboard and my fingers keep missing the keys entirely..

I

Since none of this makes sense, it won’t matter whether I end it or noto
So I’ll just leave it where it is and go out and have a sod&o
Have you ever drunk a soda while invisible?
no end of consternation.,

Lots of fun0

Causes people

*fihis*
Fantasoienoe Digest., July-Aug, 1938 (1,

H Hf tH Stt fits JW

YSTA~
J» Chapman Miske

Ebon towers upward rise
Unto the lurid flaming skies?
Minarets of golden. jade,
And limpid stone erf moonbeams madeo

Lambent fires softly shimmer
Waning ever, ever dimmer0
Dimly as within a dream,
I see their latent lustres gleam0
Murmuring, whispering echoes yet
Surround the towering rampart’s jet0
The gibbous moon throws ethereal light
Upon the city of eternal night8
There Death incarnate dropped his pall,
Over Ysta, over allo■
There portals softly thrown back
Admit the monarch sable—blacks
’.Tie there the sentient demon dwells,
deeper of a thousand hellso
Far within the pristine deep,
The shadow doth his vigil keep8

Fallen from her high estate?
Shorn of glory, desolate.,
Phantoms flitting overhead?
Fallen is Ysta, Ysta is dead?
+ + 4- + +

Fantascience Digest, July-Aug, 19380
(1,5)

SKYLARK vs THOUGHT
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ty
Hilton Ao Rothman
Sequel to Skylark, hy Smithy & Invaders from the Infinite, by Campbell

Heat, moist and soggy, coiled and swam in engulfing waves and dripping
streams of sweato The day was a sweltering segment of the fourth dimension
sandwiched between the darker, but only slightly cooler pieces of nighto

Burton
Cherney sat morbidly and methodically twisting a discourged
lump of tallow between his fingers, brooding over the fiendish devices nature
used to torture her ohildreno In time the former candle looked like nothing
conceived on earth, or on any of the infra.- and super-universeso
"If each one of these figures represents an equatio^ on a three dimensional
graph,” he thought, "Id hate to have to figure them outo
his reminds me of
those two stories, "Arithmetica" and "Livin^ Llathemaiicso"t |.‘Llatuematica, *
Ream, Ast Feb 16 & ’The Living Equation,8 Schaohner, Ast Sept 34° ] They Loth
had living equations in thorn, and although I couldn''t understand them, perhaps
some of the equations I’m malting now might come to lifeo Tais silly thing,
for instance o"
H© had taken the piece of tallow, bent it around into a spiral, squeezed
the ends, and had tied the whole thing into a knot, pulling it out again, and
then twiwting around once moreo
% was nmoothing away a roughness in the figure, when he noticed a small
ball of 'radiation ovorhead0 It was a shimmering globe of rod and yellow lumin
escence fading away at the edges into sparkles of groon flameo Through his
shocked mind flashed one tremendous thought: "I did ii j I made a living equation.?"
The ball grew until it was two feot in diametei, and the space around it
was curiously distorted,, A corona of pearly haze swirled about, and lengthened
into a misty tentable which reached out to Charney’s h>ado He tried to dodge,
but it oaught him, and at once he felt a wave of great intelligence beat against
his mindo
"From one chance out of incalculable numbers you have made me0 The laws
of chance say that thero is one out of nine to the ninth to the ninth to the
ninth power of you turning to the right combination of planes and solids which
would cause my creation, but, unbelievably, you did ito
"Uy intelligence is such that I have already read the minds of everyone
on tiiis planet, and with this little knowledge I shall go out into the universe
to discover tho basic secrets of natureo
"But before I go, is there anything you would like me to do for you?"
Burton’s dazed mind racedo A veritable Aladdin’s lamp.? Should he ask
for money, great knowledge, strange and mighty powers? °r for the one thing
which he otherwise would have no chance at all of seeing?
"I would like to see a battle between the Skylark [of Valeron] and the
Thoughts I’ve always wondered what would happen
if they meto"
"The Skylark and the Thought., The two mightiest space ships in the
universe, each with infinite power, but with different weapenso V/hat would
happen if the two met?"
In a flash Burton cherney was transported out into the depths of inters
stellar space» Everything which occurred was revealed to his all-seeing eyeso
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hurtling through space with the incalculable velocity produced, by the sixth
order system of* propulsion was a tremendous sphere , as large as a small planet. On
a broad, grassy plain. below many shells of inoson, stood three houses. Two of
these wero replioas of houses in Washington, D.C., United States of terrestrial
America. Between them was a modest gray structure, ^his was the room from which
was controlled the vast cosmic forces'handled by the tremendous sixth order pro
jector which composed most of this prodigious ship.
”1 say, Crane, do you pick up anything strange out there?" Richard. Seaton’s
gray eyes peered out inquisitively from beneath th© massive control helmet he wore.
"Yeah, about a hundred light years away and coming closer fast. Looks
like some awful funny fields."
"Uh huh. And if it’s what I think it is, our rotating- into the fourth
dimension was elementary. They, whatever it is, have got something, and I8m going
to see what it is."
Re rapidly gave some mental orders to the titanic mechanical brain which
was, next to Seaton’s own mind, the controlling power of the ship.

"That’s the quickest way. Th© brain will analyze whatever fields are there
and drag the thing here. Ah,, finished* It’s a space-distortion field designed io
create a new space with arbitrarily fixed properties, and we’re using an intense
gravity beam — 2?8Oth band of the third order — to pull that ship out of the
other spacec
"Wow<J ^hat a jolt that wasS Ue must’ve pulled the wrong tooth that thue.
The brain~took a millionth of a second to put up the screens and in that time
something sliced off a half mil© of our armor. Bid you get it, Crane?"
"Yes. There was the.most intense and solid beam of second order vibrations
I nave ever seen. Cosmic rays we used to call them.. It heated half our surface
to a temperature of 200,000 degrees., And then there was a curious beam of vibrations
between the infre^i-ed and radio which caused all the inoson molecules to move in
one direction, which made ’ quite a moss of the outside."

-X-

%

■K’

Arcot and ^orey looked through the visiplatcs of the Thought at the familiar
view of two "ghost' ships flying beside the real ship in the constricted space.
Their artificial universe was so small that light from the ship went around it
easily, coming back to them from the other side.

Suddenly the black space went gray, forces strained and snapped, sparks
flew within the ships as terrific energy rushed from the storage coils to the
space-distortion coil. Some terrific force was draining the big coil, and as fast
as it was drained, the storage coils draggled to keep it charged.
"Lord, Morey, what a gravity field that must bel Our coils are enough to
take us past any conceivable star.
wouldn’t oven notice that dead giant we were
caught by before. It must be a space ship using an attractor ray on us. I’m going
to take us out of this space and look around for that ship. As soon as I seo it
I’ll give it a touch of the molecular, cosmic, and magnetic, about a tenth of a
sol [the energy given off by the sun per secondJ each. Bach of the first two
will do plenty if it’s ordinary matter, and the three combined will wreck relux
plenty quick."
As Arcot thought his orders into the headpiece, the space in the ship became
surcharged with an electrical tension. Sparks snapped and metal points were sur
rounded by a blue corona as the mighty power flowed from the space coil to the
storage cells. In a moment the strain was gone, and they were back among the stars.

Three needles flickered in their dials, and then the mighty ship reeled to a
titanic "blows Meter needles swung crazily as Arcot tried everything in his
armory, but the unknown forces still struck the Thought, throwing it about
wildly, and eating stubbornly through the tough armor. Then all went quiet®
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"Whewli" Arcot mopped his brow, "They sure have something there, I gave
them a bit of a nudge with my combination before their screens went up in about
a millionth of a second® I wonder what kind of relays they have® And they sure
have power® Maybe the same as we have®
"And they sent out something my latest researches had just begun to sug
gest® A ray far bolow the cosmic in frequency® It didn’t even affect our screens,
and I thought we could handle any vibration carried by the ether. That’s it^l
They use sub-ether vibrations® It went right through artificial matter and the
protonic screens, ^’he only way I kept our cosmium up as long as I did was by
continually rebuilding it as soon as it was disintegrated®
"I couldn’t run away from them by the space distortion, so I pulled us up
to their own height by a time advancement. I used enough so that their high fre=->
quencies are about in our visible spectrum, and our cosmics are down to their
level®
"Let’s see what we can do now® ^hoir big size indicates that they use
matter to handle their power instead of having space do it, as we do® I wonder
what their limits are, and whether we can blow a couple of their fuses®"

The space between the two giant ships was a seething area of energy® For
light years around terrific radiations blasted and swirled, A stray sun wandered
into the dangerous area and was lashed instantly into a shrieking ball of disinte
gration® A torrent of energy poured from the tormented sun upon the two ships
which stubbornly resisted, its onslaught, while at the same time absorbing this
energy to re-discharge it in tho form of lethal rays®

"ArcotOur tiie field is failing^"
"Uh-huh® they’ve got a reverse field on us, and we’ve got to fight it®
I’m going to send us up to a faster rate,"
"But we can’t go much faster® If we do, we won’t be able to get enough
power from the suns® They’ll be sending us energy so slowly we won’t be able to
light our lamps®"
"That’s an idea£ ^uppose we take a sun along with us in the advanced field®
A couple of suns.? And disintegrate them so fast that the other ship won’t be able
to get power fast enough to resist®1’
*************

"What happened, Bick?" Crane asked®. "It happened so fast I got lost after
the first second®"
"After we got our screens up I socked them w’ith a mixture of sixth order
rays® They’re not made of ordinary matter, because they lasted longer than I would
have thought possible, and they kept rebuilding as fast as they disintegrated® Then
they did something. I think they speeded up their time rate, because I’m sure they
didn’t have anything less than second order, and we received plenty of low sixth
order. In the advanced time rate, their low frequencies would come to us as high
frequencies®
"I sent a time statis after them, which was supposed to nullify their ad
vanced field, but they fought, and now we’re at a deadlock®"
"Wow£ — what was that?" His eyes opened in amazement as the heretofore
ncheless machines whined and roared in their efforts to resist the unbelievable
blast of energy that struck them®
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SayJ -e can play that way, too. They took a sun into the advanced, time
field and. released all its energy on us in one secondo Pm gonna do more than
that. Here’s a nice "big star."
Seaton mentally directed forces which hurled the huge sun directly at the
Thought and exploded it in an instantaneous gush of intolerable radiance. But
the comparitively tiny ship hold. In fact, it absorbed energy and used it for
its own protection so fast that the space around it was dark and strained.
/Oh, I see,” Seaton gasped. "Anything started at him is absorbed as a
change in field density. It doesn’t get to first base. .e:re stalemated."

*******««#»»»
- Aycot compressed his lips grimly. "All right. If we oanRt get anywhere
□y using clean energy, we can iry something else. Remember what
we did to the
Thessians by using psychology?”.

Out in space9 in the racked and torn area between tho two ships, a weird
dramawas enacted. A mistiness appeared. It hardened, and solidified into an
tmn^°U3
P! ^hi°hL
radiated tangible impulsiveness. Hate, horror,
nroot s projected emotions amplified a million times, were embodied in this creature
... . !^he shape whipped out a noisome $ slimy tentacle towards tho Skylark. A
solid beam of energy cut it off, aid the shape recoiled. It rapidly changed form,,
and now appeared as a colossal, hairs'- spider which leaped across millions of
+?Pa°\VhT Skyla^
It with elongated legs” it Xmpted
«o bite through the inoson with its cavernous, repulsive beak. It bit into a
concentrated beam of sixth order radiations, and jumped convulsively.

Now, appearing from the Skylark, was the giant figure of a man. As lar^e
SUt 11 waB’ a, distorted, hunchbacked monstrosity with arms a million miles'"'
long. In a great bag on its back was a mass of round objects ~~ planets/
i-fc beheld a stm more monstrous figure striding over
holaing a small sun in each hand.
ho first monster picked a
choice planet out of its bag and hurled it at the oth^r. It struck directly in

-

m +h

_/pG S\mS ia its kands began to radiate faster and faster, illuminatirw th«
scene with a devilish purple glow. The two monsters were close together mjw and
ue one with the hot suns raised his arms and smacked them on the face of the
other? one on each cheek. They exploded in a blaze of blinking, lashing firexhe monster roared with anguish.
s
lire.
1he two figures grappled. Tumbling over suns through distances measured
in parsecs,they wrestled back and forth, making a shambles of that comer o< th®
universe. leaguing,moaring, and howling with unholy glee, they swung stars at"
each other, demolishing clusters, growing in size and ferocity each second.
i A Sa^axy in the hand of one of them was hurled like a bunch of pebbles
Suddenly there was an instant of utterly intolerable radiance, swirli^colors
and chaotic forces. The cosmos disappeared.
s
q

Burton Cherney was back in his room shivering. "What happened?” he gasped.
The being he had created answered calmly. "Seaton and Arcot both went
crazy. Anyway, I happened to remember that it was impossible for both of them
to exist in the samo universe.
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"1 ou see? the Thought recognized the dinstein theory, and gc?s to all
sorts of trouble to go faster than light without violating the theory, while the
Skylark merely disregards tho theory and Just goes faster than light, So/if one
is possible,? the other is impossible®
"Anyway, it was an interesting experiment while it lasted®"

#*»

*******#*#

[Skylark of Space? Amazing Stories? Aug? Sept? Oct? 19285 Skylark '^hree? Amping
Stories? Aug? Sept? Oct? 1930J Skylark of Valeron? Astounding Stories^ Aug Sept?
Oct? Nov, Dec, 1934, Jan, fob, 193% Piracy Preferred, Amazing Stories, Jv»,
1930; Solarite, Amazing Stories? Nov, 1930; The Black Star Passes, Amazing Stories
Quarterly, Fall, 1930; Islands of upacef; Amazing Stories (.uarteriy® Springy 19M; ~
Invaders from the Infinite? Amazing Stories Quarterly, Spring^Sumaor? 1932®]

Fantasoionco Digest, Sep-Oct? I938 (1, 6)

LOOKING

AROUND

by V/illis Conover, Jr
If I could project nyself into tho past, by no matter what means? do you
know what I'd do (after depositing huge sums — haw^ — of money in the bank? to
collect the interest when I return to tho present)?

I’d buy early copies of the soienco fiction magazines and writs letters io
certain persons whoso names appeared in tho reader’s ootenso
Here, in a 1928 ^mazing, is a letter from a John S® Williamson, a young
fan living in New Llexico® I’ll write him like this*
Dear Jacks

This may seem too personal, ray addressing you as ’Jack6; but after
all, you’ve written me as °’Jillis’e ® o cYou’ve never heard of me?
Hell, a good many pooplo don’t know me, but you. aren’t one of them®
Perhaps you haven’t heard of my name before now, but you will®
Jack, you read science fiction quite extensively® And a favorite
science fiction theme concerns the mastery of tine® As ardent a fan as
you are, surely you can believe me when I toll you I come from your
future? from the year 1938®

« o o oand that, in 1938, you are considered to be an old-timer
in tho field of science fiction writing® Jack williamson will have
been a favorite for years®

Hard to believe? '.Veil, certainly you believe you will someday sell
a story — you’ve been trying to market your efforts, haven’t you?
Here’s me telling you that you won’t stop with one story.? Just keep
plugging away, my boy® Somegay your "legion. of Space" will, pull down
all kinds of applause0 It will appear serially in a magazine you
haven’t heard of — yet® Astounding Stories® ^nd have you been reeding
Weird Tales? You should, if you expect to sell them "Golden Blood"®

Crazy? Sure, crazy as hell® a ® ®But when, around the last of 1936,
you receive a letter from me — the first one I ever wrote you (the one
you’re reading is the latest) —= be nice and friendly® Remember tuat?
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while I won’t know it at the time, I’ll he the one who gave you this
early encouragements,
All I can «ay is, I wish someone would, come from my future and tell
me all these nice things^
Your old friend,
W® C o, o r<>

And here’s a letter from a Mortimer Uoisinger in an issue of Astounding
dated 1931® I think I’ll drop young Ur® Weisinger a line®

Dear I.iort:
I’ve just sent off a letter to Jack Williamson three years ago*
And you’re going to think me as nuts us he dido
Suppose I told you I’d read published stories of yours? — which
is just what I’m saying* No, you haven'‘t received checks for them yetj
and you probably never will if you continue to have your stuff accepted
by Gernsbacko

"^nd incidentally, from now on you’d bettor be vzise not to praise
Astounding Stories so highly as you did in your recent latter, because
someday — hold tight, new —> you’ll be editor of Wonder Stories, or
what is practically an equivalent* And your worst competitor will be
the Astounding Stories on which you’re heaping all tho praise*’
Your old friend,

Willie*
Then I’d make out similar copies and mail them to Johnny Campbell and Ray-

Palmero
It would be fun reading the replies*
[[[[[+]]]]]
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THE ROAD BACK
by
Saia Mosk'wite
Vacation^ Ah, vacation®’ Two whole months of it? A year? A furlough?
After all those years of sweating at hie swivel-chaired desk at his office, they
were going to give him a vacation* Not one of those two week affairs, but what
they tunned a "Temporary furlough" — with pey0 &nd boy, he certainly deserved it®
Jhy after those last two contracts he’d landed with those foreign firms, the com
pany could afford to give him a ten year vacation with pay and etill call it a bar
gain a Now all that remained to be done was to find something of interest to keep
his mind occupied* "Gosh^ that should be simplej" good old science fiction* He’d
dropped out a number of years backj hadn’t much time to read any because of tho
overwhelming amount of work, but now he could make up for lost time* "Why," he
chuckled, "I know what I’ll do8 I’ll publish a fan magazine* A real ritzy affair®
I’ll contact those fans I used to know® Gosh^ They’ll certainly get a kick out
this sort of thing now that I’ve got money, plenty of money to put into th© venture*"
Hany people gazed askance as the usually dependable Bill Adems let out a miniature
war-whoop, and galloped down the street to the nearest news-stand*

For a solid week Bill road
his fill of all the science-fiction he
could obtain* Bleary-eyed, but immensely happy how that he was back in his old
element, ho felt an intense urge to contact those spunky little fan magazines,
that had, as he remembered, battled as heroically against all the obstacles

that a civilized, would could devise, and yet, emerged better than ever to gain
their end by their overwhelming numbers,, if not individual influence. That old
b .unk up in the attic still contained hundreds of these amateur attempts that he
had dabbled with years back, and he might make a Roman Holiday of it by subscribing
to all of them* He wouldn't send just a subscription he would send a long letter"
to each of the fan editors announcing his return to science fiction, and his
desire to turn out a new fan mag deluse. They’d eat it up.

No sooner said than done^ With tremendous four-steps-at-e-atrid© leaps,
Bill reached the attic in one-quarter of
a minute flat, "without waiting to
regain his breath he leaped at the old trunk, almost ripping’ off the cover in his
enthusiasm* Various keep-sakes, antiques flew like wind-scattered snow as ~
frantically digging, he uncovered the top fan magazine. He almost tore it in two
as he ripped it enthusiastically out of the trunk. Just a glance at the title,
The Comet, and he placed it aside to pull up a batch of Fantasy Fans. In immediate
order followed complete sets of Fantasy Magazine, Soientifiction and Tomorrow,
Marvel Tales, and then his wild joy was choked momentarily in his throat by a
brief, nostalgic feeling, as he, almost tenderly, drew up his own inimitable
Science-Fantasy Fandom. It had run 18 issues, starting with a twelve-paged
hektographed format and ending in a monthly, twenty-four paged mimeographed periodical
Gosh, even if he admitted it himself, it was one clamed good fan magazine^
^hat night, after he hadaread about fifty of the yellowed publications
from cover to cover, he retired to his study, and working till the clock bonged
2 A.M., emerged finally with a full twenty-five evenly thick letters, all suspiciously
suggesting enclosed, round, metallic objects. Upon each of the letters was pasted
and air mail - special delivery stampj and standing before the letter box, Bill,
by the light of a street lamp, pawed through the neat packages half a dozen times,
then with a sort of sigh, placed them reluctantly into the letter slot. With a
brisk thoughtful stride, that suggested a state of mind created by Satan for a
sleepless night, he blended with the shadows of the silent tree-lined walk.
Two weeks of his projected vacation had passed and Bill was certainly not
very happy. Of the one score five epistles dropped into tie mail-box that night,
fifteen had not been replied to at all, sevenvere stamped "No such party at this
address," and the two replies stated briefly that they were returning his sub
scription inasmuch as that particular fan magazine was no longer being published.
One fellow, however, half-heartedly suggested that he subscribe to Infinity[sic3
which was the title of a publication taking the fan world by stormo

For a fortnight Bill figured the best thing to do was to give up this
sentimental idea of his and find relaxation in the more common things of life?
golf, travel, the theatre, etc. But finally that firm, handsome faoe^.ich
the keen brain that had emerged on top in a score or more of fan arguments, set
itself in a stubborn, stiff mold. Rationally, hiw brain devined the facts that it
was only natural for new fans to have cropped up in the intervening space of years,
and still more natural for new, unknown (to him) personalities to take on where the
others left off. Ies, he'd work on. It was just a matter of contacting the right
people. Now, that magazine Infinity, that one fellow suggested, sounded like a
pretty good fan magazine. He’d just drop a note to that fellow asking for the
address, and, from the various ads in this magazine, he would be able to contact the
rest of the fan world. "But gosh," he thought to himself, "it wouldn’t be the
same without the old guard."
Having been quite a fan writer in his time, Bill figured the best thing to
do to get on the food side of this new editor would be to send him an article with
the subscription. So that night he sat himself in his favorite niche, dusted off
the top of his fifteen-year-old typewriter, and then, with the fewer or a true”
artist, got Jo work. He wrote with a vitality and originality he didn’t know he
possessed, ^his, coupled with his mature out-look and polished style, slowly resolved
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the essay into one of the finest fan articles ever conceived,., ©ven if he had. to
admit it himself® Surely, an essay like this would have any mere editor bowing
down in reverence to a writer os such marvelous ability., Bo lingering over the
letter-box that nights The quicker the letter got through, the better®
Four days passed, and finally one morning ahauntingly familiar ting of the
bell aroused him to a fever pitch rarely experienced before® He was into the hall
and out to the letter-box in a twinkling of an eye® With trembling fingers he
jaggedly tore the envelope from Infinity and, hardly glancing at the cover, digested
the actual contents® For a moment his features registered bewilderment, then his
lips grimaced tightly and he hissed softly between his teeth® Hot a page in the
magazine
carried a familiar item® Funny, he never realized himself to what extent
the fan mags had grown independent of the professional publications before® True,
what he had in his hand was a ’’real” fan magazine® In fact, it was too much of a
fan magazine® None of the contents were understandable, or in the least bit inter
esting or entertaining® For they dealt, almost without exception, with items con
cerning new fans that he had never even heard of before® It was quits funny what
a difference it made to read such a fan item ass/ "John S» McGee and Hebert
Boguskis, avid Pittsburgh enthusiasts, plan to visit James S. Corrup, eidtor of
Colossal, in New York this summer®" It seemed so uninteresting compared to items
he had read years back, such as "Robert A Madle and John V. Baitadonis plan to
pay a visit to New York." It was terribly disappointing, but to be expected®
Anyhow, the format of the magazine was nice and neat® fifteen large-sized
graphed pages with neat illustrations spaced at intervals throughout the magazine®
Oh yes, the letter® Undoubtedly he would receive a dozen paragraphs from the
editor commenting upon the superior style of his article®...He’d eat it up now®
Hastily he unfolded the letter and gazed disappointingly at a short, cryptic notes
Pear Sir?

Your subscription received and thank you for it®

The article you sent will be used in my next issue as I am quite
hard-up for material®
Yours,

James S. Corrup.
What was he driving at, Bill wondered, in the evidently disguised sarcasm
of the last few lines? Why the short paragraphs? The strictly formal business-like
tone? Oh well, why bother about the mystery? He’d send a subscription to each of
those magazines advertised in the back of the magazine®
With a loud ejactulation of disgust, Bill threw the magazine down upon the
table® What confounded nerve, he thought® What abysmal ignorance..® .What ___ what was the use? These blasted idiots had the crust in writing,to say that hip
article was the worst, outdated, dryest, utterly senseless drivel they had ever
had the misery of reading. Why, the blasted hypocrites knew dam well that "It’s
Great to be a Science Fiction Reader" was better than any of the junk they had
read in the trashridden Infinity, such as that putrid article on "What Went on in
McGee’s Mind When He Wrote ’Are Fans Human.?’" and similar rot® How could supposedly
sane, intelligent readers of science fiction interest themselves in such drivel®
Bah, it was disgusting® Had to get a quiet place and think this outo®..®nawo„.o®
S3
S3
C3
S3
"Watch for the greatest fan science fiction has ever knowni" "Are farm
human? You won’t think so when you discover the terrific activities of ?——The
greatest fan science fiction has ever knownJ" These and similar notices appeared
in all the leading fan magazines in the latter part of i960® T^q
WOrld was
agog over the identity of "the greatest fan science fiction has even known®" John
S® McGee, ace fan writer of the time, wrote a series of articles on the possible
identity of thx® myctorioua fan. Tte loading news-snoopers frantically attempted
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to discover the identity of the placer of those advertisements. One science
fiction fan magazine offered a year subscription free to the reader who discovered
the identity of "the greatest fan science fiction has ever known."
One day John S. Corrup happened to notice that this mysterious personality
had sent in his usual ad with handwritten addenda. That night Corrup spent eight"
hours going through his files of letters and comparing handwriting, Hair disarrayed, eyes bleary, and his room,,; once the paragon of neatness, now an unholy
litter of letters, Corrup leaped jubilant lyinto the air and screeched most unbefittingly for a fan of his conservative tastes, ^he neighbors didn’t mind the "nut"
next door. They were used to his eccentricities, but they wondered slightly xvhy
the light in hie room did not blink out at any time in the night, staying on even
after the next dawn had arrived, More than one individual lifted a silent curse to
the fiend who could type all day and all night without rest, and keep honest folk
from their hard-earned sleep,
C3

SS

CS

Peculiarly enough, Bill Adams did not seem very surprised to receive an
issue of Infinity only one week after the preceding issue. He opened the "Extra"
marked pages interestedly, but with an assured air. Three inch letters said®
"The IDENTITY OF THE GREATEST FAN EVER CREATED IS NOW KNOWNi Your favorite editor,
the one and only Corrup, has unimpeachable evidence of the identity of ’The
greatest fan ever known, 6 It is none other than Bill Adams, famous ten years ago
for his mad-cap activities. He may be remembered by the older fans as the editor
of that publication of somewhat ancient vintage, titled Scieno^Fantasy Fandom,
From the letter addressed to me he plans
a fan mag deluxe that will easily be
the greatest fandom has ever known...."

Bill read no further. His eyes gleamed with happy tears, and the hand he
drew over his thinning hair magically seemed to bestow the fresh eagerness of
youth upon it once again. For again Bill Adams was "One of the gang," and he
gloried in this new-found joy,
—The -^d—
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1)
Atmosphere

In Fan Mags

—«.+«—
Robert Bahr
■Everyone has heard the term "atmosphere" used in connection with shme sub
ject or another. It is an indefinable something that separates the thing that
possesses it from the common, the ordinary, or in some cases its imitations.
Everything possesses a more or less pronounced atmosphere, but usually it
is present in varying stages of intensity. This is only natural when one takes
into consideration the countless objects present upon mother earth which can
boast such a term as "atmosphere."
Atmosphere does not necessarily mean popularity. Few people have the
faculties to perceive as ethereal a thing as "atmosphere."
More than in almost any other fiction, tales
and weird possess a very pronounced atmosphere. Who
of, for instance, the old Amazing Stories? A quality
advocates long after the magazine itself had nothing

of the unusual, imaginative,
can deny the magnetic quality
so likeable that it held its
worthwhile to offer.

All science fiction readers of three years or more vintage [before 1935]
will never forget the atmosphere of the old Wonder Stories, A magazine that
shifted size, content, price countless times and never lost that indefinite
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’•something” that set it apart from other magazines of the type. Here also we
have contributing features such as Paul’s typical? oh so fitting illustrations.
True? none of them were art? but 'hey belonged in a science fiction magazine„
However? that is a subject in itself? so let us turn once again toward the real
Object of this articleo
Pan magazines possess a true scientifictional "atmosphere”. It seems a
little too much to expect of such a variable group? many of which never go more
than a few pointless numbers. nevertheless? I find in this fertile field as easy
a pick of publications with atmosphere as could be found in any professional
publication of any size.

FANTASY MAGAZINE—•! know the very mention of the name practically carried
through my point without any real necessity for enlightenment. FANTASY MAGAZINE
was a publication that possessed as much, or more, atmosphere than the professional
publications themselves. I feel safe in stating that no fan will ever recapture
that height of inexpressible joy that he found when he read? with full understanding, his first copy of FANTASY MAGAZINE. A new field lay open before him.
more than he had ever dared to hope for? and the knowledge was his as fast as he
could read and digest ito Therein one comparative small pamphlet? ho had the key
that unlocked every puzzling factor that the professional science fiction magazines
could present. Sadly enough? FANTASY MAGAZINE never gained the circulation that
it deserved. Those who could understand and appreciate the marvelous inside
interviews with such well-known scientifictionists as Edgar Rice Burroughs, A.
Merritt? H. P. lovecraft? Stanley G. Weinbaumg whe could understand the ingenuity
of a few fans in obtaining for them original works of A. Merritt, H. P. Lovecraft?
Clark Ashton Smith, Stanley G. tfeinbaum? C. L. Moore, Robert E. Howard? who could
chortle with delight over some magazine or shake their heads in admiration Of
Clay Ferguson? Jr.^ astoundingly well done artistry, were lew and far between,.
Then there was the FANTASY PAN? which? after eighteen fruitless months,
worked up a pitiable circulation of sixty. Nothwithstanding its numerous well—
printed pages, the hidden muskiness of the weird and fantastic that haunted every
word of everyf one of its pages. Pages that proudly presented original works of
professional authors as fine as most appearing in any professional magazine.
Dozens of masterful hitherto unpublished works of II. P. Lovecraft? Clark Ashton
Smith, Robert E. Howard? August W. Berleth, and many other celebrities. Eighteen
crammed issues of that and other intensely interesting material. . Result — sixty
subscribers.
p

erhaps I have gone- too far afield for the newer fans who have never ex
perienced anything quite as painstakingly elaborate as these old timers. For
their sake I shall drop down to times closer to the present? and what do we find?
For the most part, a definite drop in standard. The writing is not as good, in
many places it is actually poor. Artistry among the fans has become a colorful,
less purposeful, and infinitely poorer subject. In place of the printed magazines
of the past era, we find hectographed sheets, bearing along under pitiful odds,
negligible circulation? and appreciation. However, they have not lost their atmossphere. It is still there? even in some of the tiniest hectographed sheets and
bulletins it rears as the only redeeming feature. COSMIC TALES, with all its
faults, has built up a surprisingly high quota of "atmosphere”. Compared with
such preceding attempts as MARVEL TALES, FANCIFUL TALES, etc., it is nothing.
But its inherent charm remains as great or greater, than those aforementioned
publications.

The SCIENCE FICTION FAN,
surrounded by a group of remaining true-blue
fans, presents dimly the ghost of the old FANTASY MAGAZINE, flickering bravely
regardless of its humbler hectographed garb.

^he SCIENCE FICTION COLLECTOR, even under Dollons, possesses that
"somothing," even though the contents were usually of little worth, The COL
LECTOR, under its new editorship, has increased that quality so that it glimmers
hopefully from each of the interesting pages..

And there are otter present-day fan magazines that have captured some
soirt of "atmosphere," Possibly not as pronounced as those mentioned, but certainly
not to be disregarded.. The SCIEIICE FICTI® CRITIC, for example, has some of
that illusive quality, bw’- it is not quite
as penetrating as some of the other
magazineSo Perhaps extreme conservatism has something to do with this. Then there
are some of the English publications that attempt, intentionally, or unintentionally ?
to have the trace of "different" about them, They, however, are so decidedly
lacking in interest that atmosphere can do them little goodo
Xhen there are a few magazines which seem to ppssess no individuality of
their owh, They are just another attempt in a numerous cluster* Jsually, they
con3t last, and if they do, are not remembered with any degree of clarityo Per
haps a good definition of them would be* "a magazine without a personality,"
Hovz to create "atmosphere"? That’s a sticker. Like personality, it is
not created, It
just isc Quality and quantity of the product have nothing to
do with it, Morris Dollens1 early issues of the SCIEIICE FICTION COLLECTOR po®=
sessed atmosphere, and yet there was not a scrap of worthwhile infomation contained in them.

As to recognizing ’atmosphere" when it is present। that is a somewhat
simpler task, '-^he symptoms, are usually a desire to obtain a copy of the magazine
before it has appeared. To glance through its pages though you know there nay bo
little
to interest you ivhen you do receive it.
!*S
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STF Iff THE COMICS
by
Hany Earner Jr

For Jhe past several years the/e has been a growing tendency to bemoan
the " degene at ion" of science fiction into merely another fora of action and sex
stories, Tut during that time another tendency has been almost completely over
looked - ihe constant growing of the ooaic strips featurirg, in one fora or another,
fantasy - and the almost universal poorness of these.
As far as I know, "Buck Rogers" was the first comic strip devoted to
stf, exclusively, Ehen this? strip was but a few years old it had already become
the mo:t popular of all comic strips - it even branched out into a radio program
of the same general type, the radio program later being banned because of its
effect on children, At any rate, the popularity of this strip soon caused a flood
of iiritations to follow^ ch^if among which was "Flash Gorden," which is now among
the '/orst of them all, "Mandrake the Logician" was another to feature stf,
shortly, and in the meantime many other comics, already established, were beginning
to use stf, plotsj for example* "Connie," "Brick Bradford," and others, too num
erous to mention. Most of chese, however, soon returned to the "legitimate" comic
atrip situations of dapper detectives and gun—toting gangsters.
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’•Flash, Gordon" is typical of those that started, on the heels of "Buck
Rogers" - unfortunately - so lot us see just tvhat happened to our friend. Gordon®
The first installment, as I remember it, showed the people of earth tremendously
excitod over a new planet which had been discovered and was about to hit earth,
destroying, of course, both worlds® Then, after some rather muddled intrigue . a
Bro Zarnov captured the hero, Flash, and his beautiful sweetie, Balo, and shot
his newly-invented rocket-ship straight for the new plane t9 which it'was to hit
and veer from its orbit, thus saving earth and destroying the occupants of the
rocket® But the rocket makes a safe landing on tho planet, which misses earth
jnd takes up an orbit around the sun (apparently, as nothing was mentioned of this)
and after Dr® Z has become, in some way/lrSd not remember, a friend of Dale and
I lash, they set out to explore the planet — and then- ends all semblance of sanity
to the cartoon® Tor the last four or five years now, ever since then, they have
been battlingferocious monsters and even more ferocious men (who miraculously
speak English^ “ in fact, all that has been done is change any other run-of-the<mine cartoon to a locale on another planet, and instead of the customary Chinese
11Iains and lions and tigers, substitute other=->world men and dinosaurs®
•this is, of course, merely a sample — all the others run along the same
iine, and tho majority of these are not recommended for human consumption® Un
until a few months ago "Buck Rogers" seemed to be the only one that preserved some
semblance of sanityj but now that too has become only silly^ the latest bright
idea of tho author’s being to turn the world cockeyed on its axis, thus causing
a dreadful war with Venus to ond peaceably, and somehow getting the world turned
around so nicely that, outside of a few hurricanes, no damage at all is caused®
o now that "Buck Rogers" has gone the way of all tho others, there is not a da=
■cent stfe cartoon left -= in fact the silliness of the cartoons is one of the reasons
why the general public does not hold a very good opinion of stf0 “hat can be done .
vo remedy the situations? One thing, and one thing only - l«t a truly great stf®
artist, preferably Paul, collaborate with a truly great at#® author on a comis
strip that, while retaining the necessary qualities of action, villains, suspense®
’ ill nevertheless have a sane and well-worked-out plot - or else have an artist
do a strip from one of the great stf® yarns of the past - the "Skylark" stories
would be admirable for this purpose® Perhaps Dr® Smith might be pervaded to do
ihe dialogue, and when all the material has been exhausted, which would not be
for many years, write further adventures of the "Skylarks®" In this way, and
ki.xs way alone, can a truly great stf® strip be created, and become popular with
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SIMILARITY WITH DIFFERENCES

by
Milton A® Rothman
1he names of Smith [E.E.] and Campbell [j0..a,Jr,] go together in the minds
ci e^ery science fiction reader as being the two authors who joined together cold
science and tremendous fantasy better than any others have done® I use the word,
’tremendous advisedly, for that is the only word to describe the scope of the
stories of these two authors, and that is what they are mainly noted for®

Their stories run the gamut of the universe, are filled with energies and
velocities running into astronomical figures, and yet at the same time are always
bound down to earth by the thread of science that does not go beyond present-day
knowledge o

The ’'Skylark” series and the "Arcot-iYade-Morey" series are without a
doubt the greatest group of interplanetary stories that have ever been conceivedo
[Pre "Lensman”] .In some ways the latter series is better than the former, although,
the name of "Skylark" has had much more notoriety than the others It is
difficult to judge, though, because they are both such marvelous pieces of imagi
native work®
Both series start with fundamental principles, and gradually, by an aocumulation of knowledge, work up to a point where all the energy of the universe
is at the command of the characters, and any operation'" can be performed by the
mere process of thinking about it®

^side from this basic resemblance. there is a piece of coincidence to be
seen that is really startlingo Perhaps the word coincidence is incorrectly used,,
for what it really represents is the fact that* starting with a given setting,
character, and conditions, two different authors working absolutely independently
can evolve plots for stories that are identical down to almost minor details® It
is as though the two authors said, "Here is a plot$ let us see how each of i’s would
write the story®" for that is exactly how the result appears® The plots are the
same, but the development, the treatment of the science, even the scientific systems
follow the separate inclinations of the authors®
The stories I refer to are "Skylark Three-" and "Invaders from the InPinite®"

The plots are, broadly* Invasion, accumu?„ation of sufficient knowledge
to repel the invaders, and then a smash climax in which the invaders are repelled®
^he reason for the basic similarity of plot is obvious® In the stories preceding
these in the respective series, powers of huge magnitude, and velocities faster
than light have been used® This means, then, that the present stories must be of
interstellar scope® For the sake of p ot, there must be a conflict® There are
no equal forces within known systems, heroforo the conflict must be with outsiders®
The obvious motive is invasion and repulsion® At the beginning of the stories
the invaders have the edge on the powers this is to make tno obstacles higher,
according to all laws of plotting® hrring the story knowledge is accumulated until
the protagonist has the edge over the antagonist, and then; Wham^
All of this follows by logical sequence, but now notice how the plots are
worked out in both stories® The eartl is not the first place attacked, but some
other place is, and the inhabitants cone running to earth for help® ^he heroes
Bally forth, meet a solitary ship of the enemy’, and by the use of a recently
acquired weapon, vanquish this enemy slip® xhey go on and explore various planets
looking for people who are suffioient’.y advanced to give th jm aido
Nov/ here differences occur in the treatment of the stories® Campbell- has
his heroes merely take hints 4
for weapons from various sources and develop
them themselves by the use of much calculations® He also has the heroes devise
their own power source, giving them enough time to do so by the trick of shooting
them back in time and having them age up to the present® Smith joes about it the
easier way® He finds a race that is so advanced that all that is necessary is for
them to educate Richard Seaton to know all the science there is to know, whereupon.
he is ready to build himself a supor^colossal space ship and go out and lick the
pants off the enemy®
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And. that is what happens in both storxes® After they are good, and ready,
the super-ships are built, the miner bases of the enemy destroyed, and. finally,
the entire planet o:' the enemy finished. upo In Campbell’s story that is the final
play9 but Smith makes that mei'ely incidental* in fact, dons merely by pushing a
hitton® The big fight comes when Seaton has to go out and chase the ship that
is fleeing- to tho distant universe® Notice, though, despite the fact that the
heroes have almost everything there is to have, at tie end the enemy almost gets
them with, an ace up tho sleeve® That, of course, merely follows logically from
plot construction®

Another source cf similarities is the activities of the enemy® In both
storios the enemy is bent upon conquering the universe for the usual reasons®
In bota stories the eneny comes from i huge planet, are strong and stocky like
regular heavy-planet men, and have ultra-vicious psychologies® In both cases ,
when a message comas home telling about the resistance of the earth people,
intrigue rears its ugly .leads the rul^r of the planet is murdered, and someone
else takes his place®
following all of tiis up is an interesting lesson in the logic of plot
construction, but more interesting is tie opportunity to compare tho individual
styles of two authors who are both c onsite red the top of tho same field, and yet
who can, with the same plot, evolved individually, use such different treatment,
and create such different atmosphere. ^’or th) treatment of these
two stories
is different®

^ith, although writing in a more rounled style, is lazier than Campbell.,
Smith does not take the trouble to explain avay tho Einstein theory, but
merely disregards it® Campbell, through and through, is seen to have more me-ohanidal ingenuity, for he dees get awar with going faster than light, even
taking Einstein into consideration, and in his many different kinds of rays he
shows more versatility than Smith, who merely uses one system of vibrations
and gives them all sorte of properties® Camjbell, at the end of his story,
finishes up with two devices which Smith did aot get up to in "Skylark Three,”
but saw fit to use in the next story, "Skylar c. of Valeron®" These ares cosmic
energy,- and mental control® Campbell, in beiig the first tc use mental control,
shows, at the same time more lasiness and. mor> ingenuity® You see, it takes
quite a bit of imagination to figure out a decent control for such a lot of
operations, which Smith gets around weakly, by using an organ-like keyboard® The
keyboard is more complex, and more trouble, which is why I consider Campbell
more lazy in tills respoct® He Bvoxded trouble, Campbell, tho, goes to more
trouble to have the hero work
every thing out by himself, while Smith’s
hero has everything handed to him on a silver platter® Incidentally, that is a
habit of Smiths6s which ho also used in "lalact.c Patrol®"

On th© whole, Campbell’s science ir easier to believe, for his explanations
are more raati-er of fact and closer to reality. Smith’s,
, on th© other hand,
ar© easier to understand, but ar© more mystical and less down to earth® However,
his richer style makes up for that®
The opportunity to take two stories like these, written by two master
authors, and comparing the manner in which tho authors handle the same theme is,
I believe, unique® Of course, there ar© many instances of different authors
working on similar ideas, but not in such an obvious direst relationship® It
would be interesting to try to find other examples like this® Let us hear what
other readers have to
about it®

[[[ * ]]]
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SOMETHING DIFFERENT

by
Willis Conovers Jr*
I‘‘ve got a swell plot for a science-fiction story I’a going to write*
Something differentB something really unique and unusual* I’ll give you a rough
idea of what it’s like, and I’ll bet it floors you* Hoy, get a load of this J
he. City Editor of the Daily Degen tells his star reporter, Flush Warden
to interview the well-known Russian scientist, Professor Ivan Togohomovitch, at
his home laboratories out in the country* Flush - who,, incidentally, is veryhandsome - drives to the scientist’s dark.. gloomy residence and lifts the huge
knocker on the door a couple of times*
T
he door opens slowly, and Flush is confronted by a seven-foot? powerfullooking$ white-coated Russian* Flush knows he’s a scientist because he has a
Llarchioni [Wonder Stories illustrator] beard*

'’Professor Ivan Togohomovitch?"

"I ate he," the scientist growls*
"I am a pizzy man0 Vat do you vant?"

Flush asks*

(Boy, ain’t that "I am he" classy stuff?)

Flush explains that he’s from the Daily Dozen.;, and he’s come to interview
the scientist* Togohomovitch admits his somewhat reluctantly and leads him down
a long, dark hall into his laboratory, which is
full of test-tubes and microscopes and all that stuff you read about*

Now, here’s where the story gets good* The dooi’ opens? and in walks a
beautiful dark~haired girl whose raven tresses reflect the glow of neon tut>«B
with a glossy sheeno She looks at Flush and says, "Oh, excuse mo, Poppa* I
didn’t know you had company," and starts to withdraw from the laboratory*

The scientist says, "That’s O.K., Nadya* Come in," and explains to Flush
that t.iis is his
daughter Daaya* Flush acknowledges the introduction, and is
suddenly aware of her breath—taking beauty* So breath-taking, in fact, that he
can say nothing*
Well, the scientist leaves the room for a moment* I don t know why,
but I can guess* Anyway, it’s necessary that he leave the room so Nadya and
Flush can be alone together* So I just have him leave
to make the story go
all right* He doesn’t need a reason? and besides, I’m tne author, ain’t I?
Well, Nadya rushes up to Flush said yells, "Oh, you must go immediately^
Quick, before he returns^ He is a fiend, an inhuman monster* Ho is going to do
something horrible to you, unless you go now* Others have come, but none have
ever left - tn. recognizable form* Why, only yesterday he sent out a barrel marked
’Synthetic Hamburger’*"

Just then the door opens and the scientist comes in* Ho looks
sternly
at Nadya? then he says in a nasty tone of voice, "Nadya, leave us at voncec’'
She goes to the doorg and then she turns and makes (hie Last Silent Appeal of
Flush as she closes the door behind her*
But ous hero hasn’t even been listening to her all along. He’s been looking
horrifiedly aj a terrible misshapen Thing which jumps up and down in a huge
glass bowl.
he scientist chuckled sardonically, "Tou like my leetle pet?" he
asks; then he^breaks forth into a peal of insane laughter*
Isn’t this exciting?

Suddenly he becomes sober again and tells Flush that this shocking ob~
scenity was once - can I bring myself to tell you? — wag once a- tree , which he
changed into an animal.’ Gosh.?
—

SO

ife adds that he has also changed smaller animals into plants* Then, lowering
his voice ominously, he says, "But I haff neffer changed a man into a riant J"
Being very intelligentt Flush gets what the scientist is leading up to., and runs
for the dooro But the Russian, rushing, catches the reporter and brings him back
into the roomo

Now, this’s what malics the story different* The scientist doesn’t ex
periment on Flush or change him into a plant $ he allows the reporter to inter*'
view him, like Flush wanted in the first place* ^nd he doesn’t keep him captive
in a cell beneath the housej he shakes hands with him and says to give his regards
to the City Editor, who’s an old schoolmate of his, ^nd the scientist -isn’t
crazy after alia It’s the daughter
that’s nutso
Fooled you, didn’t I?
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"AN ARISTOCRAT ABDICATES'*

by
Harry Harner, Jr0

There have been in the past, md are at present, something like a dozen
magazines, here and abroad, devoted to science fiction and fantasy in its various
shapes and forms* Only a few of these, at the present writing, can be slid to
have any history or tradition or past at all, as most are relatively new publicationso In fact, of all the magazines of a fantastic nature today, only THRIULIG
WONDER STORIES, AMAZING STORIES, and ASTOUNDING SCIENCE-FICTION (nee STORIES)
be Baid to possess any kind of pedigree., (I am purposely not counting weird
fiction magazines in this article*) Of the history of those three magazines,
that of ALIASING STORIES is by far the most interesting
and in ways, the mrst
woeful*

AMAZING STORIES 'was the firs* magazine to appear, devoted entirely to
science fiction* Under the guiding hand of Hugo Gemsback, it was not Long
before it became one of the finest - the finest? — magazine ever publ'shod® But
in two or three years trouble developed^ AMAZING was sold, and, after a few months’
reign of some obscure gentleman as editor, whose name is now almost forgotten,
tho magazine came under the wing of To 0’Conor Sloane*
Mr, Sloane was, in many ways, the meet interesting editor to ever be on
the staff of a stfo magazine® To begin with, he was very old whan he took over
the job — in his late seventies — and as he held the job for almost ten years,
he was a very old man when he finally lost controlo Stf® is f, eno rally recognized
to be a field for very young mens no editor today is oven mi(?dlo=»aged0 Therefore,
it is all the more remarkable that Sloane could edit the magazine with the sue®
cess he did* He had. his critics — and plenty of them — but despite this, ho was
editorlonger than any other editor in stf’s history® [Until Campbell, at ASF]
Not a bad record*

But the years told on Mr, Sloane® ■“specially during 1936? ’37? and the
first months of °38O AMAZING began a slovrand study degradation* Not that there
was anything utterly wrong with the magazine® No, not that* To all appearance a
it was almost precisely the same as years back, with the exception of its size
and rate of appearanceo But one thing was lacking! progress. The magazine stood
still® During these two and one—half years not one single change of any kind
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was made in the magazine. Morey had absolute control over the art (or what
passed for art)o The price, format, and departments remained the same.. Even
the letters in "Discussions’' began to take on a uniform appearance^ There was
'•'ly on®, change at all noticeable ? and that only to the experienced fans the
sio^es published were, becoming out of date. We know why this was, to a great
extent. Editor Sloane would delay acceptance of a story for months, often as
long an a year, and then again delay publication of the stories for years longer.
Ramembe^, 200 accepted stories were in the files of AMAZING when Ziff-Davis took
over. LTn2o;vtunately for the writers, not paid for.
Detail- Of -the sale of the magazine are well enough known to all fans?
there is no nee; of ' repetition. But there is one angle not well-known - if
at all. Namely, ,\at there was another issue under Teck Publications all ready,
or very nearly ready, -to hit the newsstands when the magazine was sold.? Stories
had been chosen for th*- issue, and actually printed^ I know this to be a fact,
because I knew of at leawb one writer who has possession of copies of this
never-to-appear issue’s pages, numbered, and with illustrationsi I wonder if
there are any complete copies in existence, however????? (You can well imagine
this writer’s chagrin on having a story accepted, illustrated, and printed, even
receiveing proofs of it, and then learning that the yarn would not appearj that
it was ’unavailable® - and Ihat no check would be forthcomingi) [I doubt if the
issue went any further than x>age proofs? probably none of the pages ever went
to press.]

At any rate, under its a^w management, AMAZING apparently prospersj at
least from the financial endo 1 owever, the lierary quality is extremely doubt
ful.
first it appeared that'the new editor, a former fan himself, would fol
low the fine tradition which had been set for him? but he has not. Rather, he
has accepted many stories not fit to see print? changed half the titles for the
worse? said some ridiculous thing# in editorials? and has been rather stubborn
in doing, for the most part, exactly opposite
from what the readers request.
However, perhaps he will become lesu exasperating as time goes on [<?]? he has a
fine opportunity, and certain signs oeem to point toward better things to come.
(For example, the $50 prize to the writer of the best story each month.) Oddly
enough, among the best stories AMAZING has published under the new ownership
have been two of the editor’s own.

AMAZING has a fine future ahead of it if Mr« Palmer does the kind of job
we fans believe him capable of doing. Let's hope that AMAZING once more, in the
near future, will become the "Aristocrat" it formerly was.
Fantasoience Digest, March-April, 1939
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MT FAVORITE SCIENCE FICTION STORY
by J. Michael Rosenblum

My favorite science fiction story, if it can be
that grand epic, "Starmaker," by my fellow countryman,
fantasy primarily for the ideas contained therein, and
craftsmanship, all I ask of an author is to produce or
"Starmaker" is a glorious reservoir of human ingenuity
numerable intelectual feasts of digestion.

so-called, is undoubtedly
Olaf Stapledon. I read
apart from capability of
work out some idea®
and provides food for

In magazine science fiction, I believe that my favorite story is "The Dlue
Barbarians," by Stanton A. Coblentz. It is a grand piece of satire and enthu
siastically^ lampoons most of the foibles of humanity. By placing the action on
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another planet at another time? delicacy is avoidedo There’s something about
the writing} too, that attracts one® The continuity of t£e story is very good,
and the story has characters, which is unusual [Amazing Stories Quarterly,
Summer, 1931®2
-> E
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MAT'S A BABQUBT TC YOU MIGHT BE GARBAGE TO THE UHDERSIGHBII
»»

Vice

Versa

By Fred Wo Fischer

It has always been my assertion that one man’s appetizer is another man’s
allergy, a deduction that I male after watching a group of son’s of the soil as
they listened delightedly to a very nasal rendition of "Red River Valley” coming
in over the radio. At the conclusion of the atrocity they twitched and squirmed
and did everything to shew appreciation of the world’s finer music, even giving
voice to a few exultant cries, For my part I twitched and sQsLuirmed because my
eardrums had been assaulted, fend if I cried out at all it was in anguish.
What, I wondered, coul\ sound worse than two asthmatic fiddles and a
decrepit "GIT-tar” sobb.ing and groaning such a maudlin ballad? I soon found out.
The announcer in a bit of linguistic acrobatics compounded of five parts city
talk and five parts backwoods vernacular, informed those listening that the ne"xt
number which the "Mounting Miistruls” would favor us with would be called ”Th^
Death of Jesse James®" There was lifting joy in his tones, as if a great day
was dawning, and I took hearto
Well, I listened to the story of how Bob Ford the coward shot Mro Howard
and laid pore Jesse in his grave, o-le-o-lear-hoo - and then I left that mountain
store, convinced that man are created freely and equally as different as day
and night - in their trstes®

All of which leads up to the pointe L am about to present free-gratis —
and for nothing those ten scientifiction stories which I consider to be the
best so far written, in the order of my preference® It is not anticipated that
more than six peop'r will be in even close accord with my opinion® T’ive of these
people are dead ar J the sixth lives so far back in the woods that you can’t get
an alienist to pr//e he’s insane® I have alredy been alienated®
So without further attempting to delay the inevitables

lo
2o
3o
4o
5o
To
8o
9..
->jB

INTO I IE INFINITE, by Austin Hall
THE HIND SPOT,, by Austin Hall and Homer Eon Flint
THE /IANTOM IN THE RAINBOT, by Slater LaMaster
WHEN ‘iORLDS GOLDIDE and sequel, by Balmer and McHarg
DARKFSSS AUD DAV®, by George Allen England
THE I0ON POOL, by A. Merritt
THE fIRL IN THE GOLDEN ATOM, by Ray Cummings
T^LABETARY, by E. E. Smith
THE 1ETURN OF GEORGE WASHINGTON, by George F. Worts
THE ®C0ND DELUGE, by Go P® Servisso

Thrs list lias been in the making for fully eighteen years, so don’t just
figure Oxxhand that instead of having been alienated I should have been eliminated®
I’ve got reasons to support my choiceso

O^f^rous, if the term might be applied, to reading* I lap up anything and everything in print9 if you" 11 excuse me mixing a metaphors If you811
have patience 1911 mix you one, too, and. we'll all get cock-eyed* Cut of my
twenty favorite storiess ton were these listed, above* A couple or three of the
others on my "20” list were THE SAPPHIRE DEATH, by Loring Drent (who is, of
Coursey George F. Worts), THE SHIP OF ISHTAR, and. GREY-FACE® a story by Sax
Bhosner*
EITO THE INFINITE is my favorite of favorites because of the weird,
atmosphere which gives the reader such a sense of unreality (as in the BLIND
SPOT), and because of the careful character* delineation employed, in making of
the hero a dual personality — a man you both admire and despise at the same
time*
he plot is involved yet concise, and leads up to one of tho smashIng
deaoimcements ever written* [Sprinted, FFH, 4 pts, starting Oct 1942*]

THE BLIND SPOT is astradle the border line between weird and science
fiction, being unrivaled in either field* The uncertainty of the reader is
incroas ed by tho knowledge ho possesses of not knowing what it’s all aboutc
■the whole book tantalizes one into finishing it, and then a person still can’t
sumraarizo it* ' The sequel THE SPOT OF LIFE [ArgosyH 6 pts, starting Aug 13 g 1932]
didn t explain much cither, but with tho death of Homer Eon Flint tho rambling
style disappeared* (Flint died, by the way, in a mysterious fashion* He was
found in a wrecked automobile at the bottom of a declevity* His last words to
Hall had been hao long* I'll see you in the Blind Spot*" At least, such is
the story*) [Reprinted, Fantastic Novels, July 1940° SPOT OF LIFE reprinted.,
FFK, Feb 1941a]
——
s

I class the PHANTOM DI THE HAIRDO1.? as sciontiflotion because abnormal
psychology is as scientific as atom-splitting, and the villain of LaLIaster’s
tale is nothing if not abnormal* His telepathic powers, his hypnotic influence
over the hero, his insane indulgences and sadistic plottings, keep the reader
in an agony of suspense up until the last page* ^ven then, you expect to turn
the blank leaf and have Sigmund Von Mortimer jump out and smack you in the puss
with a loud "BooF* [Argosy-All-Story Weekly « 6 pts, starting Dec 29, 1928*]
WHEN WORLDS COLLIDE and its sequel [AFTER WORLDS COLLIDE] I consider
to be just about tae best writ ton of any scientifiction novels* The style is
grammatical and literate, and while tho plot may be regarded as hackneyed and
drawn-out by all the fans who’ve read stories just like it a thousand times
before and since, it yet approaches more of a literary standard of excellence*
Character delineation and natural human emotions are given due consideration as much so as the description of the space ship and its mechanical aspects*
This pair of books deserves recognition primarily because normal, natural
reactions are present*
>/HEN WORLDS COLLIDE describes accurately what the pub—
lie reaction would be to an imminent catastrophe — the hopes, the fears, the
dread^of disaster aro all presented with almost photographic exactitude* AFTER
WORLDS COLLIDE, while more necessarily imaginative, is almost as vital and real
as the book to which it is the sequel* [Blue Book Magazine, 6 pts, starting
Sept, 1932, and 6 pts, starting Nov, 1933TT

I’ve never understood how the world can be menaced with rm rd Ri 1 at ion,
how a scientist can dish up a spaoe-ship and flee with the flower of the human
race, and how sanctuary and civilization can be established on another planet =>
all in ten or fifteen short pages® It takes eight hundred or more to make it
seem like actual history*

People are interested in people* How would you feel if you knew positively
that ten days from now a comet would utterly destroy the earth? Would you think
an historian of the event supplied very good coverage if ho left out your emotional
disturbancer
irom his account and contented himself with merely a paragraph
or so stating that the population was in an uproar but some few escaped in. a
sp&cc^sliip?

DARKNESS AND DAVIN [DARKNESS AND DAW, M, Aug, 1940J BEYOND THE GREAT
OBLIVION, mi, June,1941; THE AFTERGLOW, m, Dec, 1941], Till MOON POOL [FFk,
Sep-Oct, 1939; Fantastic Novels, I,lay,1948; THE CONQUEST OF THE MOON POOL, 6 pts, FFM
starting Nov,1939« Fantastic Novels, Sept, 1948], THE GIRL HI THE GOLDEN ATOM
[mi, Sept-Cot, 1939; PEOPLE OF THE GOLDEN ATOM, Fantastic Novels,, Sept, 1940],
and. TSIPLANETARY [Amazing Stories,, 4 pts, starting Jan, 193<T^e generally too
■TarHiin^ to scientificticn fans to summarize or explain* I liked, them all, just
because* THE RETURN OF GEORGE WASHINGTON [Argosy-All-Story Weekly, 6 pts,
starting Oct 15, 1927], by George F* Worts, may not be so well known to fans*
It was published, in book form under the title of NO MORE A CORPSE, by Loring
Brento The story deals with a plot from which GIANTS FROM ETERNITY, by Manly
Wade Wellman, [Startling Stories, July, 1939] must have derived its inspiration*
Xhe world finds that an inventor can bring back from the dead a single
famous personage, and a poll is conducted to determine whom the immortal will be*
John Lo Sullivan, Abe Lincoln, and numerous others are considered, but the
Father of Gur Country, leads the list* He is revived and tours tho United
States, seeing the modem marvels and dipping his fingers into various political
pies -and falls in love with a modem girl, Tho story entertains, amuses, and
lingers in the memory of tho reader*
A'hat it all turns out to be a gigantic hoax is no deterrent to my claim
^'t it'is excellent sclentifLotion* It is more scientific, for instance, than
al- those putrid stories which end whan tho hero wakes up at home in bedo I’ve
reaa about a hundred since 1920 which were labeled scientificuion and in. the
last nea proved to be just bad
induest from too much gastronomic activityo
T*^. SECOND DELUGE [Fantastio Novels, July, 1948] is a famous and familiar
story, al&u<. j think my arguments in regard to WHEN WORLDS COLLIDE apply here*
It is real, ^’vid, and NATURALS
□Ls
very tim? a fellow fan reads this irticle my ears will burn* But thank
heavens^tlis is th*. United States and I can have my opinions - you - you RED
RWER VALIEY admirers „ you<§
8!
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HG. DOES BLOCH DO IT?
by
Ralph Milne Farley

£n search of an a.w@r to this question, I interviewed the mighty mite,
who wrote an 35,000 word complete novel, including revisions and retyping^, in
8 hours in New Orleans earlier this winter*

Robert A* Bloch, pvblic author No* 1^ occupies awholebloch on Knapp
Street, Milwaukee* In fact he is a syndicate, most of his work being done by
robots, built for him in tie lavatories of Prof* Schmidt of Marquette where I
also am a Lecturer in Physios* That’s very singular, isn’t it?
The leader of these robots is named, after it creator, Robot A. Bloch*
The next is Robot B* Bloch, itc* They do all the real’work for him* In fact,
’’Henry Rattner” is merely
the pen-name of robots H to K*

The secret of Bloch’s success lies in his inate laziness - he makes others
do the work* Thus, for example,; in-the Bloch-Kuttner collaboration, "The Body
and the Brain,*' Kuttner did the bocy of the work and Bloch merely furnished the
brains*

The foregoing is strictly
offering it for publication®

secret and. confidential - that’s why I’m

If I knew half of what I’ve told, I’d be sued for libel®
S, .1 i
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THRILLING—mH

by Harry Warner, Jr®

That was the wail which went up on that horrific day a few short years
ago when THRILLING WONDER STORIES was bom, and WONDER STORIES became a fond
memory® Fans far and wide became horrified at the mere mention of the name defiling a great stfo magazine with such a titled Yet, thatvas what happened,
and there was nothing that could be done about it®
WONDER always had beon something of a problem child, though® True, it
had printed great storiesj a capable editor had been present, and its policies?
on the whole, had been approved of by the fans. But our good friend, Hugo
GejQisback^ was continually experimenting® I’v<i lost track of the number of
times the magazine changed format in the half-dozen odd years he had it under
his wing, even after it had become WONDER from "he original SCIENCE WONDER and
AIR v”ORDER®
Charles D, Hornig was, in fact, just abou; the first fan to become con
nected with a stfo magazine® That alone was something, and there’s no denying
that he was a fine ’’managing editor® ” My own humble notion is that the WONDER
of 1934 and 1935 vintage was about the greatest set of issues (over an extended
period) of any stf® magazine before or since®

But then that fatal little phrase crept into the proceedings• Not so bad
appearing on the surface? there have been worse one.; (such as "Fantastic Adven
tures”) but this one was certainly the beginning of the end® That phrase?
"NOW 15 GENTS/"
The magazine began to degenerate a little9 Not so badly, but at the
same time it lacked something that it had a year of so previous® Finally came
the day when the notice appeared in a 1936 issue [April'] that there would be no
more newsstand distribution of WONDER STORIES® Instead? fans would be able to
obtain it via subscription only - but bighearted Gernsback would even trust you
for the money for it® When you received each issue, you sent him the dough®
§No dough - no more magazines® Simple, eh?)
I glued together my card, and .ent it blithely on its way® A month passed two - three® And no WONDER STORIES via mail or newsstand® At long last came a
postcards "This is to announce tho first issue of THRILLING WONDER STORIES" or
something like that® (I have the announcement but am too lazj to drag it out®)
Now What? Immediately I rushed to a newsstand® There it was® Though hardly
recognisable in that cover® Oh well, you can’t have everything, were my innocent thoughts® The stories looked pretty good - and strangely enough, they
werem’t too bad, either® A little bloodthirsty, but there had been much worse
issues®
And then things began to happen® The magazine got worse aid worse® In
that first year, despite the fact that the yams in the first issm weren’t so
bad, only one story deserved the ranking of good® That story was 'The Circle of
Zero" by Weinbaum® Others were merely fair, poor, or awful® If 1 may venture
yet another opinion, those six issues were about the lowest standard s-f has hit
over any period, before or since® Eve® the present plethora of mags usually con
tain one good story each, which makes up for the sins of the rest >f the issue®

Finally, ths magazine slowly, but surely, began to improve. Campbell
started bis very good, enton and. Blake series, and. tbe ’’Via” tx‘ilogy popped, up.
Other yams every now and. then weren’t too bad, and. it appeared, as though there
was hope for the magazine after all. True, it has never reached the level of
the other top-flight magazines, but at the same time it isn’t too terrible, as
some fans would, lead you to believe. And I will say this for the magazines
right now itBs about 300/6 better than two years ago, and at least 50% improved
over a year back. Let’s hope the improvement keeps up at the current rate.
One more thing! something that seems to have been overlooked by the fans.
Bo you -realize that THRILLING WONDER STORIES has been responsible for every, or
nearly every, new feature the fantasy magazines have adopted in the past few
years? It’s a fact, Viz.t ’’The Story Behind the Story" (which is merely bio=
graphias of the authors in many cases, and certainly their forerunner;, the
science quizzes (not to be confused, of course, with the elder science questions
based on stories in the magazines)j "Scientifacts” started the new string of
science fillers 5 and in numerous other ways THRILLING WONDER STORIES has led the
fields
Now don’t get me wrong. I don’t say that TWS is the finest fantasy maga
zine today, or anything else equally as ridiculous. However, I believe that if
you’ll think it over a little you’ll find the mag to be much better than it
appears on the surface. (If you think that the new bunch of mags is a good sign,
you can even thank TWS for starting it.) Its editors appear to be more sincere
than many today. They’ve helped struggling young authors, and assembled the
greatest collection of names in the fantasy world into one issue of TWS - the
tenth anniversary issue. They’ve brought the finest artist in fantasy to stf. Virgil Finlay - and are mainly responsible for arousing interest in the Weinbaum trilogy. At least, don’t condemn the magazine too much. Of course, it
has its faults - and plenty of them - but it may surprise us all in a few more
years. Just wait and see....
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PLAUSIBILITY

0 R

SUPER — SCIENCE?

John F. Burke
It is not a new question by any means, but it was revived at the London
Convention of the Science Fiction Association, and since every speaker had some
thing to say about it, perhaps the old question needs resuscitating.

Bo we want plausibility, or supersedence?
The days of thought-variants are, praise be, behind us - as far as the
designation of "thought-variant" is concerned. But, despite the ’’human interest"
trends of Campbell and the "sex and slaughter" of Palmer, we still dabble in
supers and hypers. A glance at the magazines of a few years ago will show just
how we have come to this stage when space warps and galasy—bending are things
rather to he scorned as trivial than marvelled at. From the simplicity,and human,
natural development of such stories as "The Wreck of the Asteroid" [Wonder
Stories, Bec, 1932] and "The Moon Era"fibid., Feb, 1932j, we have progressed (?)
to a stage where a voyage through space is taken as an accomplished thing, and
anything less than the speed of light is a positive danger in the space traffic
lanes.

• Every one of the speakers at that London Conventionasked for more plau
sibility in modem science fiction, and all were unanimous in declaring that
American science fiction was in a disgraceful state todayo While act totaj jy
agreeing with all their views, I think some of the things they said were all
too true®

Professor
M. Low, the SFA president, pointed out that the extravagance
of American science fiction repelled the British public, a fact which none can
deny® The American fans will doubtless claim that this is because they have not
yet been brought to the stage where they can appreciate the "advanced" ideas of
the thought-variant writers, and will learn in time® I think, however, that they
are wrong® That good science fiction is popular in this country is quite def
inite - H. G. Wells is as well-Jmown as any writer in the country - better known
than most, and his fantasies are alway sure of a good reception, though he
writes so few nowadays. To go one step further, Olaf Stapledon’s books sell
well, though his ide ar; are far more advanced than Wells % They are titanic in
their concepts - but they are logical, and developed from present-day knowledge,
with a flavoring of vhat we may reasonably expect to happen in the future in the
way of scientific difCovery® The ideas are imaginative - but not fantastic®
Human being's will always be more interested in human beings than in cold
machines, particularly when v.hey are asked to believe that those machines will
warp time and everything else known to their senseso
I personally do not think authors should be tied down too much in the it
efforts to write science fiction, and some license should be taken - it stimulates
the imaginationo But there is no need to take the thing to excess; amny «itim«
ulants, taken in overdoses, become drugs#
It is abs'scd to suppose that, because we today can look at the Moon through
a telescope, we .mow all about it® It is the fault of every generation of man
kind to imagine that it represents the pinnacle of human achievement, an attitude
which science /lotion fans are often inclined to decry® This is where science
fiction serves its purpose - it can, by a slight exaggeration, knock some of the
cooksureness jut of many people, and persuade the#, however gradually, that they
are HOT the apotheosis of human endeavor, that there’s plenty left to be dis
covered yet® But science fiction must not take the thing to absurd lengths, and
insist on me/, from Earth conquering every galasy, and going out to the edge of
space to stop it from bursting, or something like that®

One cf the thousands of voices that cry in the wilderness, I say - "more
plausibility®’1 But donEt make it too plausible — leave a lettle room for us to
dream®
"World-losers and world-forsakers,
On whom the pale moon gleams;
Yet we are the movers and shakers
Of the world for ever, it seems®••
R/ghtj Let’s be dreamers, and visualise things we know to be impossible for it’s the dreamers who really achieve things, whatever big business men and
hack writers may say® But let our dreams be pleasant once, then we’ll shake the
world, because we’ll prove the reality that is the foundation of those dreams®
Nightmares of super-science, space-warps, and such-like, wonst convince the public
that ve have anything worth looking at® The simplicity of "The First Men in the
Moon' won more adherents for science fiction than all the nonsense we were
treated to in the "Skylark" trilogy.,
p
lausibility, please®
■
y0
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DARKNESS AND DAW, By George Allan England.
This long and. satisfying novel was or iginally published, serially in the
old. CAVALIER, a Munsey publication? It appeared, as a trilogy of tales from 1912
to 1913, the separate sections being published, serially under the titles
’'L^riaisss and Dawn” [4 Pts, Jan, 1912 THE CAYALIERj Jan 6, 13? 20, 1912, THE
CAVALIER WEEKLY}, "Beyond the Great Oblivion” [6 pts, Jan 4, 11,18,25, Fob 1, 8,
1913J, and ”The Afterglow” [4pts, June 14,21f28, July 5, 1913]j in the book
presented by Small, Maynard and Company in 1914 - a rather bulky volume of 672
pages, with illustrations by P. Monahan and G. W. Gage - the first section had
the title ”The Vacant World.”
The story Itself represented the first of what might be termed "modern”
science fiction stvries to present a plot concerning itself with the end of
the world, arid a subsequent rehabilitation.
In the modem survival stories, a group of scientists are enabled to pre—
serve their lives because they have predicted a cataclysm and have taken adequate
precautions to insure, their own safety. When the time has arrived to rebuild
civilization they usually confront the task fully equipped with marvelous mechan
ical devices,and by ths pooling of their super-intelligences are able in a remarkably short time to bring order out of chaos and restore th<> world to what
is generally an inprozed and rather Utopian stateo
••DARKNESS AND DAWN,” however, gives to two ordinary people, an engineer
and his secretary, ths, vast task of survival and reconstruction. Allan Stern
and the inevitable heroine, Beatrice Kendrick, are not gifted with foresight, and
do net therefore escepe a mephitic gas which envelopes the earth in the wake of a
tremendous explosion which tears from its very vitals a huge area which is
hurled into the heavens to become a second satellite. They survive the wholes
sale annihilation besetting the majority of the human race, and after a sleep of
several thousand years they recover consciousness not through their own clever
ness, but rather because kind providence had found them busily at work on the
top floor of the highest building in the world at a tire when the entire atmos
phere was being instantaneously and effeciently polluted. The altitude permitted
their survival because the gas was deadliest and ebnsesi close to the groundo
Thus, unequipped with any modem devices and surrounded by the ruins of*

a former metropolis (New York) now overgrown with rank vegetation, these two
people are revived* Stem establishes a temporary shelter at the site of the
resurrection and from here ventures forth on exploratory trips from which he
returns hearing metallic implements which have resisted the ravaging verdigris
of time. He makes a home for himself and Beatrice - a precarious home constantly
threatened by a pad:, of menacing atavistic monstrosities inhabiting the vicinity —
things once human but now reverted back almost to unreasoningtrutes. Life is a
constant and exciting- battle with these terrible creatures until Stern builds
a skiff in which he and his companion escape to a new home far down [?] the
Hudson.

Jith the coming of winter Stem and Beatrice start southward to find a
more suitable home through the cold months® Their boat is wrecked in an exciting
scene in which they plunge over a cataract into the vortex of a maelstrom, but
they escape with their lives, and, equipped with nothing but their bare hands,
fight through the wilderness until they reach a city large enough to contain

weapons and supplies^ Upon finding an airpiano there 9 Stem is sent into a
rhapsody of joy* Ue repairs the plane and they fly westward toward Chicago®
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I'hey find themselves eventually upon the lip of the terrific abyss from
whence the world9a second satellite has been tom, and not knowing the width of
the chasm aro dubious about crossing it, but finally decide to try and fly it*
The^ meet with disaster and due to engine failure are forced to bank down, down,
down into a seemingly bottomless pit* Alighting on tae bosom of an inner ocean
they aro rescued by a race descended from humans who had flod into caves in the
long ago to escape tho cataclysm* This weakened and onsavagod race takes them
in as prisoners, and Stern is able by his giant strength and ingenious science
to make himself chief of tho dark world - only, however, after battling to the
death with a monstrous wrestler who returns from a long journey to claim loader^
ship®
In his ascension to power he incurs tho enmity of one Il’yomba, the only
actual villain in tho whole trilogy*
Stem repairs the airplane and ho and Eve [?], together with a® old, old
man who has remembered English speech and. history, fly to tho top of tho chasm,
alighting upon the opposite side from which they had first attempted the journey®
The old man sees the sunlight for tho first time and dies in rapturo at tho sight*

"THE AFTE-iGLCW" tells of the rebuilding of a world* Stem makes flight
after flight into the chasm, re turning each time with a full complement of under
world dwellers* After the whole tribe has reached the surface via airplane and
by way of a crevasse which has fortunately been found to reach to the very suit
face, civilization resumes its upward climb., A town is built, railroads are
constructed, and farming is underttiken*
But not without struggle, terror and privation* Eve is once kidnapped
by a giant gorilla which Stem tracks down and kills. Upon another occasion.
H’yemba leads an almost successful revolt but Stem kills him and throttles th©
rebellion* Again the tribe is menaced by the Pack mot back in New York, which
has trailed Stem even to this place* The dwellers wipo out these inimical
entities in a holocaust of flame which also destroys hundreds of miles of surrounding countryside*
From this point on, everything progresses happily for all* More children
como to Eve and her Engineer, tho first one having boon born during one of Stem"©
trips into tho Abyss, and intermarry vzith tho innerdweIlers* In time, when Stem,
has reached the age of sixty as he computes it, or actually 2060 as history
might, the dwellers have spread over tho face of tho former United States and
the golden ago has been ushered in* \ie find Stem and Evo in the twilight of
their lives, joyfully turning tho task of to construct ion ovor to their oldest
son, and sitting in their beautiful garden relaxing from the rigors of thoir
strenuous lives*
For a refreshing and novel story of the ending of tho world and the be
ginning of a new civilization, read this book* It is so old, it is brand new,
and although it has inspix'ed and fostered a thousand similar plots it is better
and more unique than all which have followed in Its proud wake® It was written
zestfully and with an evident desire to entertair not only tho reader but
also the author* Since tho writer
quite obviously enjoyed writing it, you
will also enjoy reading it* It
is to modem survival stories what Robinson
Crusoe is to all subsequent tales of castaway life*
-—Fred ’J® Fischer
rj
4- 4' + + +
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WHY GHOULS LEAVE HOLE

Hay Bradbury

A few years ago? after getting in from an all night clambake, Brother
Robert Bloch scrunched down before his trije™writer and pimped out an article
on witches, ghosts? ghouls? etc® I now feel that the real truth should come
out® Altogether too much has been written on the subject that is untrue6 Kuttner?
CASmith? and all the rest are guilty of this heinous offense® When I told Hank
Kuttner I was writing this story he sent ever (liver? his pet ghoul who sat atop
my library table for three nights murmuring, looking at me with his large blue
©yes, his mouth scarletly agape? fondling the corpse laid so tenderly in his
arms® Such a gentle little creature he was that I grew sorry and threw ham a
leg or two I had lying about the house® lut he just kept murmuring and looking
at me and licking his chops® (I guess I’d setter start dieting® He’s not the
only one that’s done that lately®) Go course? not all ghouls are like Oliver®.
Now take Moses? my own ghoul® He ha® a taste for little babies® He has
seme rather azful habits that I have tried in vain to cure? such as dangling in
clothes closets and scaring guests who come to visit me® He also has a nasty
habit of clambering into bed with every young thing that takes the guest room®
(Ghou^i are quite human? you see®) He’s about ten i'eet tail and I keep him
ground mostly to kill moths in the alcoves or to quirt little brats who wander
into the house with their mothers® Sometimes . I oven throw him a mother or two®
'Gadj but I’m mean^) Moses0 last name is one that a .novie star stole from him®
His real name is Moses Gable® *e has Jiaige? pendulous head appendages and re—
markable hearing®
can hear the lowest whisper that was ever hissed between
’’Anthony Adverse” and "Bum? Witch? Burn.!” Moses usually sings an archaic rhyme
while ho tends to his vittlcs - it goes like this: ”1 CAIT .HAVE ARCHAIc AND EAT
LT T00I” When he finishes hie meal? he picks his upper plate with a cuff in nail®
and an accomplished musician he is too® Last year he .von first prise for his
bass-fiddle concerto on a pair of suspenders® He has a flair for reporting? too®
Last night? on a dark street, when passing a fai man? he turned to me and crieds
”I3LL BE BACK IN A FLASH WITH SOME FLESHY As cne Spaniard said to another
Spaniard about a third Spaniard? "REVOLTING, ISN’T HE?”

But lately he’s been playing with matches and I Hi afraid he811 make an
ash of himself® Ghouls?
you see, are made of cotton bunting? velva~sheen
tape? three or four old window shades? a vacuum cleaner, and a little Patience®
Moses and Oliver are both collapsible ghouls? the rind that fits into a cigarette
case comfortably* They ere very susceptible to incigest. onQ<»e®all bodies must,
be reasonably aged before they’ll dine®
Out at the graveyird one ghoul, just imagine, walks up to the tombstone?
checks his shroud, and t.xkes a table in the swankiest tomb in the place® Seating
himself before an empty coffin, Mr<> Ghoul then looks over tin menu printed on
the marble marker: "Special today - one well rotted female »• or two kids =»
pickled Yankee feet <= ptomaine toes - gangrene girls - skull lust — freshly
picked bones, by the "vultures «- and dead man cocktails? vintage 1898 °= SPEND*
ALRIGHT CEHETARY® No coffin cover charge® Entertainment givei. by Jay Jeepers
and his Creepers®”
^he ghoul then points to one luscious coffin over in the comer and it is
brought to him post«hunou&-hastel "Will you have light or dank meat?” asks the
waiter®
"IB11 tales a wing,” retorts Ghoulie, sharpening his teeth an his elbow®
"Give me some dressing?too? and the liver® Aren’t humans just th< best things
ever?" Or he may say, "Just wrap it up and I’ll nibble on it goin;
This sort of depravity has been going on new for many centuries®
^antSgo.i^ce Digest, Jul-Au*-Sep. 19y?r2^1
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-the first article ever written by SAM MOSKOWITZ—
Everything is changing but it seems to me that the ©yiftest changing of
them all is science fiction® Contrary to usual opinion? it was established. and
organized, as a unit long "before the event of definite stf magazines® Hugo Gern&
"back had. it running regularly both in story and sciencs^thecry form
the old
ELECTRICAL EXPERIMENTER* His ’’Magnetic Storm/' reprinted in the July, J&Ps
AMAZING STORp^.S, was originally published in the ELECTRICAL EXPERIMENTER® Geras back’s famous novel, "Ralph 124C41+/* and ^any of W Cummings’ belKar^kabwn
stories wex*e first published in the ELECTRICAL EXILRIMENTJiii®

In 1921 when Gemsback changed the ELjCTRICiL EXPERIMENTER into two.,
magazines, PRACTICAL ELECTRICS and SCIENCE AAND INVENTION, he continued his
science fiction actively in the latter® Probably auong the first was the series,
"Dr0 Hackeneawss Secrets" by Clement Fezandie® xhis series started in the
January, 1922, issue of SCIENCE
and'
for a3mosl; ^irty c'Oijsecutive issues® About‘ ths same time/naOhf si^-part serial "Around the Universe"
published® Howard V. Brown, cover artist of present-day s-f magazines, was
doing the covers and a swell job he made of them3
To con© back to the subjects H. G» Well^ reprints were running
regularly® Then Gemsback got a new idea® He created an imaginary article with
■faked photographs of a trip through space. It was represented on the cover of
one of the issues and called "The Stellar Missile®" April, 1923, found the ap
pearance of George Allan England's "Ths Thing from Outside®". Then Uno 10 Hugo
nulled the greatest surprise of all® He published a special Sclent If iction issue
of SCIENCE AND INVENTION, dated August, 1723? The .announcement- of the spacial,
nature of this issue was printed on the cover in 1 1/2 inch type, -he cover
itself illustrated one of the stories® Hore’s how the scientific fiction section
of the contents page was printed?
HOWARD V® SHOT
COVER
Go PEYTON WEHTEOANER
—cover story-®——
"THE MAN FROM THE ATOM"
CLEMENT FEZAND1E
•"Super Telescope"'
"DR® HACKENSAW’S SECRETS"
TAY CUMMINGS
part two—>—’■1
"AROUND THE UNIVERSE"
B'.'GO GERNSBAC.K
"THE ELECTRIC DUEL"
Jjk'K RUEOLS
"ADVANCED CHEMISTRY"
TEL J» HOUSAN
"VANISHING MOVIES"
Notice the number of stories later reprinted in AMAZING 'TORIES® That
issue was the peak of stf interest in S&I® After that . the usual "Dr® Hacked
saw’s Secrets" and regular serials made up most of the stf contents® There
was one other production along the line of "The Stellar Missile® ’ It was a
faked, humorous, group of photographs on the life and habits of the Martians®
To mention all the other stories that appeared in S&I would consume too much
space® Included among them were; "Tarrano the Conqueror/’ "Into t?n Fourth
Pi men si on," [both Cumminga^ and of course, "The Metal Emperor4’ by A> Merritt®.
"Into the Fourth Dimension” was later reprinted in a Japanese magaz-ie, illus'
trations and all, which, by the way, were always by Paul®
You will probably say, "What of PRACTICAL ELECTRICS?" This magazine
continued its wayward course and eventually changed its name to THE KPERSffiNTER®
The stories published in THE EXPERIMENTER were not very important, with the
exception of a new series of "Dr® Haekensaw’s Secrets" and the marvelous ".Ark
of the Covenant" by Victure MacClure, which was published in EIGHTEEN parts, and
later reprinted in the first few issues of AIR WONDER STORIES® All this and. more®
believe it or not, was carried out before 1926, and by one publisher®
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By R. R. Winterbotham
There are, broadly speaking, a number of distinct species of the class
sciontifictus fanaticus, which I have collected over a number of years® Not
all are pests, and only a few are poisonous.,.. Many serve a very good purpose.,.
They are distinguished by reading habits, structure, and cerebral mahe-up which
I have endeavored to list in a few of the outstanding types®
Order I, Crocodillao Omnivorous reading habits, usually feeding lying on
their dorsal surface, or propped on pilltaws® Their hind limbs are adapted only
for walking to the nearest neighbor and borrowing his books, and are almost use
less for returning books. Tho order gets its name from its habit of grinning
broadly and snapping its jaws at the sight of someone else8 s books. Sub-order —
Alligator - reads in the bathtub, getting books all wot and soapy®
Order II§ Squamata® This type is a
snake because he publicly assails
your favorite author* and avidly reads with great gusto
of that same author’s
works in privateo He has been known to run down two or three good magazines,
simply because his one and only effort at fiction, entitled, "The Ether Boys
on the Moon,” was turned down by the editors®. Sub-orders include such lizards,
skines and chameleons that change color, shed tails, ears, etoo? ia the presence
of notables at fan meetings to attract attention®
Order IH, Ohelonia. This reptile is enclosed in a shell of bony plates,
which are impossible to penetrate with any
argument. A typical example is our
very good friend Isaac Asimov^ whom we hope is listening, because he doesn’t
like our efforts to bring the women -God bless ’em - into our stories® Sub-order
includes the Tortoise, editors who do not buy our stuff® (We hope this class
becomes extinct.)
Order IV, Thermorpha® This class, including myself, is known only in
fossils which have appeared in the public prints® Has been discovered several
times and immediately forgotten. Sometimes slow on the scent of a story, but
like the mud turtle, likes his environment®
Order V, Pterosauria. Really beautiful creatures on the surface® They
have indiscriminate tastes, ranging from Ignatius Donnelly to "Superman," but
are unable to distinguish scientific accuracy from pure fantasy and who believe in
everything they read in that book about Atlantis. la their brain the optic lobes
are widely separated from the cerebellum, indicating that what they read is rarely
understood® Sub-order, The Spoofers, who read avidly and refuse to believe it.
*

Order VI, Ophida. Many members of this class are poisonous. When they
read a story they like, they immediately write one like it and when it is turned
down, accuse you of having pull with the editor® More or less parasitic, when
not poisonous®
Order VII9 Dinosauria® Not as extinct as many people imagine. Quite harm
less® Often crys "Wow - Gee - what a pip of a story I” May be distinguished from
the crooadilla because he buys his own® Probably the greatest of all soientifictus
f'anaticus reptiles., Their chief criticism 1st "You killed the villain twiee,
try not to do it
again®" This ' very prevalent order should be protected
by law®
'.<m
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Sam Moskowitz.
Science fiction is full of authors — authors in every sense of the word. —
men who have written pieces which fans fondly call "classics'* of science fiction of fantasy, but their names are seldom referred to .when one discusses the masters
of science fictiono A© Merritt, Edward E» Smith, ^tanley G. Weiribaum, Murray
Leinster, Homer Eon Flint, George Allan England, John W. Campbell, Jr© (Don Ao
Stuart)© These and many others
fans will freely confess are entirely worthy
of the title of "master" of science fiction©
nd I do not aim to blast any such
claim©
t •
«

•^ut still, there have been stories written which are classics, but the
fans never rave over them© Stories, some of which overshadowed the best •
that Merritt, Smith, Weiribaum, etc©, have been able to produce© Yet the authors
who created them are not tarmed "great," not called "masters," in fact, they
are barely referred to at all© They simply blend with the mass of fantasy pro
ducers} good, bad, and indifferent©
Why is this? What quality have the so-called "masters" that their con
temporaries did not possess? What is it that has raised their works, or if not
their works, at least their names above those of men who are, in many cases,
equal in craftmanship to most of those above-mentioned?
As I see it, this is the answer© Or I should say selection of answers©
First, the acknowledged masters might have caused a sensation with his first
story©
was
suoil
excellence that one could no more
ignore/a~red light if ne^wero driving a oar© This is certainly truthful in the
case of Stanley G. Weiribaum
Martian Odyssey") and Edward.
Smith ("The Sky—
lark of Space"), and" a great many others©

^ooondly, the author may have
popular appeal© His style of writing
suited the largest possible percentage of the science fiction reading audience©
Weiribaum, Campbell, etc©, are certainly in this ' class©”’
T
hirdly, the author may have a unique style of writings or an exquisite
command^of prose, that made anything he wrote enjoyable, if only for the compo
sition© That would be another factor thatwsuld tend to elevate him to a position
of prominence© David H. Keller, M»D©, is a good example of this©

Some authors there are that Z . fill all three of my requirements} Stanley
G« Weiribaum, A© Hferritt, and John W. Campbell, to name a few© There’s no doubt
about it® As authors these fellows are tops© They hit the top because they
had everything©
/But Edward E. Smith, Homer Eon. Flint, Murray Leinster, George Allan Eng
land, Eugtin Hall, Garrett Smith, and numerous others, are certainly not the
proud owners of all three of ihese traits© Most of them have but one, a few two,
but none can say that they
- possess all three©
Edward E© Smith’s popularity is little more ^han good .luck© I do not mean
to criticise his writing ability when I say this©
e is a damned good writer,
but he would never have achieved his vaunted positibn of prominence if his "Sky
lark of Space" had appeared in 1933 instead of 1928* Smith’s
' "Skylark of
Space" was the first 'science fiction of the super-super type© Smith wasn’t
afraid to let his imagination wanderj he really let himself go and produced the
first story of super-fleets [?2 and cosmic tremendousness© He reached out, far
beyond the stifling confines of our solar system, out past the milky way [?],
accomplishing incredible feats of science© "The Skylark of Space" is not the
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"beat of its type. ’’Skylark Three” was a superior story, and, although. Dr. Smith
may not know it, "Spacehounds of the IPC" is considered, the best of his stories
by many9 Personally, I consider it so myself. However, this is slightly irre
levant to the article

Now that the introduction and various explanations are done away with,
I»ll continue with the subject of my article, ’’Uncrowned Masters."
These authors I au about to present, for some reason or another, have
never attained the recognition as Weinbaum, Merritt, etc., have0 some because
they haven’t written enough. Others because they are not versitle enough. Most
because they fulfill?’"only one of the three requirements listed at the beginning
of this aorticle.
First of all, there is W. K. Sonneman. From the day I read his first
story, ’’Masterminds of Venus,”[Amazing Stories, Sept 19343 2 knew that here was
a writer omong writerso A ’master” of science fiction. I actually believe that
Sonneman is every
bit as good a writer as Weinbaum, with possibilities of
becoming even better. One cannot express the delight at reading a story like
"Greta, Queen of Queens" [Amazing Stories, Feb 1938] in a day when fans believe
that no more great stories are to be hade Sanneman, to my knowledge, has written
but three stories. The other was titled "The Council of Drones," [Amazing Stories,
Oct 19363 and
three appeared in the Sloane-edited Amazing Stories. Weinbaum
had everything and so has Sonneman. Sonneman has popular appeal, a beautiful almost poetic — style, and his first story did cause a minor sensation when it
appeared in Amazing in 1934o Had Tack Publications continued publishing Amazing
Sanneman would have undoubtedly
been recognized as the master-writer that
is. Sloane, in his blurb for the last Sonneman story that appeared, admitted
that he could find no adjectives to describe the story other than that he was
"les ply impressed." If you understand Sloane you must know that this remark was
tin greatest compliment he could pay. Sloane was noted for letting exceptional
Tories
stand on their merits. Sloane was the type of editor who would
cv.servatively announce a new H. G. Wells’ novel, especially written for Amazing
Stcries . if such a thing did happen, in eight point type th reply to a letter
in .'iscussions. Where is Sonneman today? Is it possible that .he is still
writing and his work does not fit the policies of the various magazines-the
polities of editors two or three years in the editorial game? Hot impossible,
but 1 doubt it. I can’t imagine any editor being that hide-bound. ((I can —
RAM)) Still, I sound a clarion call for Sonneman. I know a great writer when
I rcac. him, and this writer is great.
«

John Beynon Harris [John Wyndham3 is really an author of the top-most
rung. He can give any science fiction writer a run for talent. His "Venus
Adventure" [Wonder Stories, May 19323 is the best story of the colonization
of other planets ever written, with the possible exception of Edmond Hamilton’s
inspired "War of Two Worlds"[sic3["A Conquest of Two Worlds" Wonder Stories,
Feb 19325 Startling Stories. Jan 19483*
certainly the latter does not
excell it. ’ If this were the only good story that Harris has ever written, we
might dismiss him with a shrug and mutter, "Once to every hack." However, such
is definitely not the case. Who can forget the superb poignancy of "The Man
From leyond" [Wonder Stories, Sept 1934; Fantastic Story thiarterly. Summer 19503?
Of the reactions of a space adventurer asleep for millions of years on Venus
and awakening to find the earth dead, barren, pitted - and his reaction? A
story among stories is this one3 You read an endless number of‘ "Eumahw robot
stories today, but the very first of the type was' "The Lost Machine," written
by Harris, which appeared in the April, 1932, issue of Amazing Stories, It can

still serve as an example to writers of similar stories® And. it was Harris who
introduced, one of the first of the people from different ages meeting and. bat
tling? future type of story, which/ Hamilton has been rehashing so monotonously
recently® ’‘panderers of Time” [Wonder Stories, Mar 1933] is certainly the best '
of this type of yarn . thus faro Look it up and see if you don’t agi’ee with
meo John Beynon, as He calls himself now, has written a few othersj some duds,
none actually poor, but these four exceptional yarns he has had published in
the USA brand him as a writer
far superior to th® run-of-the-mill®
Stephen G. Hale is another,, $e wrote two of the most human, appealing,
science fiction yarns I have ever read, then apparently retired from the writing
gameo I know he is still alive, for he is an art instructor in Philadelphia,
but he doesn’t write for publication any longer - and he should® “The Laughing
Death” [Amazing Stories, Apr 1931] and "Worlds Adrift” [ibid®, May 1932] how can I ever forget them? Whenever I think of great science fiction stories,
I think of Hale’s last man on earth combing the sky in desperation, searching„
searching for a sign of life? a communication from the other half of what was*
once eartho A story of a planet severed in two by the m’isusage of an invention®
There is writing, vivid writing - and another uncrowned master®

The name K® F® Ziska can’t mean very much to you® lie’s only written two
stories that have, appeared in science fiction magazines® ^hey bota appeared in
Astounding under Tremaine and were titled "Succubus” [May, 1934] and “Man of
Ages” [Oct 1934]o Both short stories - both great stories® • The plots of both
were unusual and different, but they were certainly not original® One aan
easily see where Ziska had obtained his inspiration, but as Campbell might say,
"Does the plot really matter when the writing is so damned good, and the ohar->
acterizatior* all that could be desired?” If they’re done like Ziska8s two short
storiess'then Campbell is as right as a man can be® ’’Succubus’,’ a tale of a plant
cultivated by the genius of a biologist that took partially human form and lured
the man to his death® Hot so original? Ho, but you haven’t read the story Ziska
wrote and the manner in which he wrote it® "Man of Ages," a direct take-off
of VJylie’s superb "Gladiator,” but incomparably done® The tale of a super»mau
whom nothing could destroy and Ms battle for death® If you want to know where
Siegel and Shuster got the inspiration for their sensational "Superman" comic
strip, read this story!
I deliberated long before including the about-to-be—mentioned author’ in
my list® I considered him a remarkable author when I first read an immortal
tale of an immortal person, "The Eternal Man®" Was this story good? Well, it
was first choice for reprintIng in Startling Stories "Hall of Fame" department®
[Science Winder Stories. Aug 1929?. Startling Stories, Jan 1939? Wonder Story
Annual, 1950jo Can you imagine
the story of a man made immortal by an Oliver
hs invented — immortal and paralyzed! And he has as a companion an immortal rat
ho esperissentad with? The story of how the Eternal Man is placed in a museum and
how the rat visits him, until it is finally mangled underfoot is a little gem®
There was a sequel to this story called "The Eternal Man Revives" [Wonder Stories
Quarterly, Summer 1930], and in many ways it was as good as the original, containing
many sensational ideas® In a few places the story was j^ndled a little clumsily,
for the emotional reactions would have taxed a far greater writer than D. D»
Sharp, but he came through all right® And to prove that this was not the last
great story in him, D. D® Sharp has appeared with "Faster than Light" in a recent
[Feb 1939] issue of Marvel Science Stories® This is without a doubt one of the
most beautiful love stories I have ever read® It is a tale of an old man chasing
the kidnapper of his betrothed, and the kidnapper twenty light years away!
Anci
always
light, too slow in these cosmic distances, bears back a vision of a
girl, still beautiful - but twenty light years away® The pathetic chase and the

realization that he would, always he treaty years too late make this a great story.
And the words* "It would he senseless, I knew, chasing on and on after ye©terdays..." - those words are real. That’s great fiction, tho kind we like to
read, hut seldom do. That was the story that clinched me on Sharp.
There is one man who is an acknowledged master in the field of weird
fiction, hut who goes unheralded in the science fiction field. That man is
Clark Ashton Smiths Always recognized as a .’’master” through his works in
Weird Tales, he has not been directly associated with science fiction despite
the faot that almost half of his published works show a definite leaning in the
direstion of science-fantasy> Smith is a, master of wordso He knows many and
knows how to use them properly® Probably you would not he impressed if I simplyrecounted to you many of the masterful science-fantasies he has had printed in
Weird Tales® I’ll give examples of the ones he has had published in the science
fiction magazines and 1’11 prove to you that Smith is one of the greatest creators
of original science fiction of them allo
’’The Master
Astoroid” fWonder Stories, Oct 1932]. Who that has
read it can forget it? The mar. in the space-ship stranded on a tiny asteroid...
no hope of escape...the tiny, fragile inhabitants of the asteroid that came daily
to proffer thomselves and offer obeisance to their imprisoned God...how they
lay fruits before the space ship, and the fruits disappeared nightly, devoured
by some strange beast - and finally the strange thing pierces the hull of the
ship and cones fox1 him..••..Beautiful, tragic, soul-shaking, and written only
as the near-genius of Smith could write it. Then there is ’’The Visitors from
Mlok” [Wonder Stories.;, May 1933], and how they transport an earthman from this
planet to their world.. .hov they (hangs his sensory reactions so that their
world, abominably disgusting to him in his natural state, is a world of unparallelled beauty to him now. He returns to earth and his once dependable sense
organs carry back the once familiar and desirable scenes as hideous, nauseating
horrors...Do I need to recount the qualities of ’’The Singing Flame,” ("City of
the Singing Flame” Wonder Stories. July 1931] which Smith claimed to be his best
work, and its sequel, ’’Beyond the Singing Flame” f ibid.. Nov 1931]?..... Then
there is "Flight into Super-Timefibiiitt .Aug 1932] a story of a man afloat in
the fourth dimension, time. He drifts from world to world, trusting to the
vagaries of fate. The strange experiences he encounters, never knowing whether
next time there will be another world, for him, but death in the embrace
of
a raging sun, all combine to make this a classic short.

W. K. Sonneman, John Beynon Harris, D. D. Sharp, Stephen G. Hale, K. F.
Ziska, and Clark Ashton Smith - a lint of deserving, but uncrowned, greats. All
of them possessors of fine ability of portrayal of human emotions? the most
essential factor in fiction. Story upon immoi’tal story they have written. Are
they all destined to oblivion? I think not. If not now, perhaps some day in the
future, soientifiotionists and mayhaps even the world will awake to the brilliance
of their writings. And these are not all. Laurence Manning, Thomas S. Gardner,
Chester D. Cuthbert, C^are Winger Harris, Francis Flagg, W. Alexander, Will H.
Grey, Phillip Jacques artel, and many, many others have left a trail of brilliance,
cleverness, and entertainment value. They should not be left to obscurity.
Arise and demand their return. If they are no longer as fine as of old, let us
be shown so that we can believe and understand. But while a string of semiclassics paves their path, they cannot be denied or oast aside. They will
return!
i
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DREAil’S END
—-AA Tale of Pure Fantasy —
Alexander II. Phillips
They tell strange tales in Samac. In the garden of an outlander, one
Sphyrapicus, I heard of The Dreamer, and how his dream endedo
The night was soft about usj we had eaten and supped. I was drowsy,
hnving traveled fair that day. The benediction of the tobacco leaf lay sweetly
in the still air about us. I fear I slept.
Wild laughter beyond the garden wall aroused me. The Angvars were down
from the Hills of Salpic. There would be dark doings in Same this night.
Uy host was speaking, and I listened.
’’And this man (Sphyrapicus was saying) was unaware of Life and knew it
not, but gathered his dreams and placed one upon another, and fitted them to
gether, With here a dream of sunshine and there a dream of soaring towers, and
again, of supernal music sweeping up to unimaginable ecstacy.
’’But Life tapped him upon the shoulder, saying, "Forget these things,
for they are nothing, and you must labor.’
’•And the man turned and said, "Wherefore must I
forget my dreams? And
why are they less than thou? Go, and disturb me not, for thou art lean, and
cruel, and grey with dust. ’
’•And forgetting Life, he dreamed of the sea, with its white gulls, and
its ringing winds, and the blues of it at mid-day, and its mystery under the
moon. And he fitted his dream of the sea into another he had dreamed of a fair
canopied with a blue sky wherein sailed tall, proud clouds, clouds that
were pearl in the morning sun and golden and heavy as they sailed home at sun
set, like towering, carven galleons laden with treasure.
•'And he walked upon a yellow beach at the shore of his sea where he had
fitted it to the land of which he had dreamed.
"But Life came again, saying. ’These things are nothing^ Labor, for it
is the law.3
’’And the man was wrought and said, ’Get thee from my land, for it is
beautiful andtiou are unclean, and it is serene and thou bringeth confusion and
alarms, and my land is kindly and smiling, and whispers gently of leisure and
dignity, and thou art cruel and savage, and art convoyed by a host of horrible
thoughts, and maggots of meanesses, and know nothing of leisure or dignity,
but only squalor and haste and sordidness. Go.’ I will not labors I know no law. ’

"And again he turned to his dreams and it seemod to him that he stood on
a dizzy, wind-swept height, and far away, beyond and between the hills of the
lowlands, lay the blue sea with its ships and its salt currents of windg And
beneath him the crags broke, and plunged down vast places to the foot-hills where
the cities nestled, sparkling and gleaming where the sunlight struck their golden
roofs and threadlike towers. And he sat upon his rock as the sun went down in
splendors and from the cities, clear through the miles of empty air, came to him
the hymn^ raised by the people in glory of the sung and the sea sang a faint bene
diction, and slowly darkened under the soft feet of night.

"Then came Life a third, time and beckoned him, and said, sComer Come®
thou foolo Long enough hast thou toyed with these worthless trifles* Thy
labor awaits thee*’

labor?9

” "therefore dost thou trouble me?’ askod the man*

"’Because,’ replied Life,

man*"

’And why must I

’thou must eat* 8

"And all his land of dreams collapsed and came crashing down about the

Then Sphyrapicus ceased speaking, closing his lips about the stem of
his long pipe and lotting tho dusky fumes escape piecemeal* to curl upwards
vzith fitful slowness; and I, filled with a strango and; delicate sadness, stared
mistily through the dreaming trees to where the moon sank in quiet brilliance
behind an unknowable horizon*
They tell strange tales in Sarnaco
+
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THE ART OF PURLOINING A LIBRARY BOOK

—as she is done by—Hoy Ping Pong
(Author’s note* In the January-February issue of this magazine, Fred W. Fischer
in an article entitled, "Trials and Tribulations of a Science Fiction Collector,"
recounts how he was so concerned with owning a certain public library book that
he has laid un»honest plans to remove same by theft; the book being a rare
collector’s item that’s value justified tho means* ^erein, H» P. Pong, who
has run up against many a similar situation, tells you confidentially just how
he obtained his prizes, without hurting either the pocketbook or the conscious*)
me say in the beginning that our local library is shot through and
through with bocks to tempt the fantasy collector* From my first visit to the
place (I was six years old and walked off with a copy of "The Wizard of 0zg" to
later tell Pop "a kid gave it to me") my hands have &irly itched in envy; the
temptation was too much to withstand* I suspect the former librarian had a"
fantasy streak in her makeup*
... __ . Th0f® Y0re
~ scores of fantastic books there; all of He G®
ells fantastics, Wie Smith’s, Jack London’s, Earle Cox’s, and several others
writers with just one fantastic book to their credit* Strangely enough, all
of these books have disappeared, with tho possible exception of the Wells book,
"Blupington of Blupo" I was never able to figure out why that one didn’t move*
Alasl Most arc gone*

like Pisoher» a™ slightly angry; somebody beat me to a classic;
Out of the Silence," by Earle Coxo If all the modem stories dealing with
civilizations rediscovered tinder the earth’s crust measured up to that one,
you’d be praising the Binders and Hamiltons who write them, to the stars.? I
had my eye on that one for many moons, yea^ So did someone else, it seems® Oh,
I protested* I protested most angrily to the countei'-girl® I let hor know I
was a taxpayer, and dammit, we taxpayers were entitled to read those books^
They should be protected from thieves^ But I gave it up, and concentrated on
other things; tho art of getting books past the eagle-eyes behind the countero
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The old. methods of sticking thorn in your bolt, under your coat, in your
felt hats and under your sweater must he tossed out,, School kids haye run these
methods into the ground, and the librarians know all these tricks<> The mac with
the newest idea gets the bird — and the book*
*
X

hese long bobs the girls are wearing are so handy, but first it is noses
sary to &et a feminine accomplice^. You must select a small book, tape it to the
girl’s neck, and drop her long curls down ovor ito Caution hor not to swish, nods
shake or turn her head, and the book is as good as yourso You can always, tell the
counter-girl "ISy sister has a boil on her neoku”
^nether tape method that can be used is this* first determine if a male
or female attendant is on duty, and if male, use the girl; if female, you oan
smuggle it outo Let us assume a man is behind the desko
Select your book, taps it to the small of the girl’s back (you muct be
well acquainted with her) and pull her waist or sweater down over ito Now have
her put on a coato The result is, the coat so fills out her figure, that the
book shows up only as a small bulge about the size of a courtplastero Jauntily
confido in the man* "Sis hasta wear a belladonna on account she’s got a sprained
backe "

I used to toss books out the window to be picked up lator until £ discovered
the janitor stood outside the window catching them0
x
his method works if the innocent party isn’t suspicious* whon he is not
looking,4-slip the book you want into his overcoat pocketo Choose a man well-known
and upstanding in the community„ The attendant will never question him concerning
a book in his pocketo Once outside tho building, dash up to him in well-feigned
indignition, and demand ho give you your overcoato He will naturally deny the
charge, saying that it is his overcoat and he can prove ito

You come right back with tho charge that it is your overcoat, and you can
prove it; there is your book in the pocketo He will hastily pull out tho book,
realize it isn’t his, and hand it overo Then lot him slowly convince you that the
overcoat belongs to him, and departs Lo^ you have a book^
I usod to toss books down the waste-shute to be recaptured later, until
I discovered the assistant janitor kept a basket at the bottom of the shute to
catch bookSo
Here is a method that never fails, if your library has a mailbox in the
lobby? when you walk into the library, have a package in your hands all wrapped
and stamped, ready to mailo Go browse among the shelveso Once alone, amidst the
towers of books, select the one you want, unwrap tho package and place the book
in it on the shelves and put tho one you want in the wrapper0 Carefully tie it,
and some minutes later, saunter out, mailing the book to yourself as you saunter
through the library 0 It never failso
A second phase altogether of the art of book purloining hasn’t yet been
touched on; card juggling., To handle this rightly, you must know your library
and its workings perfectly.. A knowledge of how book-cards are filed, due-dates
hept, and so on, are neededo ‘“‘Iso, the book-cards must be kept in the open, near
the counter# to accomodate qjtick cha^inge A professional pick-pocket, because of
his light fingers, has tho boat chance hereo
Select a book, walk up to the counter, and have the librarian check it out
to youo
ut of the book he will take a big cord and on that card he will note
down the number of your card (or your name) and the date the book is duee xhe
card is then filed accordingly® As soon as his back is turned, or he waUks*
away, reach over the counter and retrieve the cardo Several things can be done
with iti
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a) You can put it m the file labeled? "Lest hooks^"

b) Yen? can place it in the file for "Books no longer in stock©"
’ c) You can take the card, home with you©

Alt any rate., the hook is yoursthe library has no other record of it©
Sometimes this method works? If your library uses these pencils with
little rubber stamps on one end of them giving the dates thuslys 9-1-40g simply
change the date to some date already pastbut don't let anyone see you do it*
naturally© When the girl stamps this date in your book?, and on the master*
card? she places the card on file in what sho fondly believes is the box. carrying
the date it is due© Let us say it is two weeks©
Very well? two weeks roll by© On the last day? when your book is dw?
the girl goes through the card-box dated for that day and notes all the books that
still haven't been returned© On one of them}; yourw? she notes that someone slipped
up somewhere? here is a card dated for way last year that got in by mistake© She
will place the card where she thinks it rightfully belongs* "Books now in Stock”
where it will lay until the place burns down©
Speaking of places burning down? I used to have a swell racket?. I would
take out a book, keep it until a house burned down? and rush right back to the
library exclaiming that the book burned when the house did? that I had loaned
it to a friend of .-sine in that house? and it was now ashes© This worked fine until
one day I was informed that the house that had just burned down was the Librarian's?
and I most certainly hadn't lent any books to hero
This idea will work just cnees Get very well acquainted with the countergirl© Run errands for her© Pretty soon she will be sending you out for milk
shakes and hamburgers. One evening? just as she ask® you to go for a hamburger©.,
be engrossed in a book. Yes? you’ll go? but you611 take the book along to read
while the hamburger is being cooked© Take the girl's quarter? and the book?
and run down the
next block to the hamburger- joint© Keep running©

Here's a nifty way? Select two or three books you want and stack them c®,
a chair near the door© Then go to the hack end of the / room$ push ever a. mountain
of books? scream? and run to the desk? shouting* "Heyi A woman just fainted
back the re i" Everyone will rush back to see the spectacle c You grab your books
and rush out the door© This? too? can be worked only once©
The most spectacular? the most ingenious? and the greatest pilfray ever
perpetrated on the local library was? I must modestly admit? executed by an accom
plice and myself© Stacked near the back door were hundreds of volumes to be
transported to a WPA bookbinding project in town© The library got the books re«
bound free? Uncle Sam paid the girls who rebound
books? and everybody was happy©

Previously? I had inserted In this pile of worn books? two dozen, or so
I wanted© One morning this aoGompllee and I backed a email truck up to the back
door? walked in with the resigned air of a SPA worker? our faces assuming the
looks of good little Democrats who voted for Roosevelt five times every election?
and piled the books on our truck©
Unger and Korshak bought their collections from this truck—load©

&
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INITIAL INTRODUCTIONS

by
Harry Warner, Jr®

"^Srerything, including one’s entrance into the fantasy world.} must have
a beginning® Possibly a few reminiscense s of some of my own ’’firsts" might be
of interest®
Xhe first fantasy story I ever remember reading — outside, of course, of
Peter .Rabbit and Aesop’s Fables - was a condensed version of Jules Verne’s "From
the Earth to the Moon}" in about 10,000 words® I remember thinking how slow the
story seemed to move, and how much useless detail there seemed to be® I wonder,
now, what I would have thought had I read the original version firsts Probably
I8d. have beed disgusted with the first fifty pageso (Later, I did read the ori«>
ginal, of course, at the age of about twelve® Even then it seemed to drag horribly,
but I managed to"plow through it, and felt rather good about the whole thing in
the end®
My first science fiction magazine I cannot remember for certain® It was
either an Amazing or- a VZonder, in the early part of 193Sb but I am not sure which =”
because soon after buying
the one, I purchased the other® Neither can J. remem^
ber the first story in them I read.* the first one I can remember is "The Radio
Y/ar," another slow-moving thing translated from the French, but it seems to me
that I tackled several of the shorter stories before that® Those particular two
issues were dull ones, I see now, and right now it seems a wonder to me that I
managed to stay interested® It wasn’t until the last month in 1933 that I really
was converted, though — the January,'■1934? Astounding did it, with "Colossus®"
Well I remember my first copy of Weird Tales - because it was only two
years ago® ^or a long while, the magazine wasn t obtainable in town at all, and
inquiries brought forth only replies that it had gone out of business□ I knew that
to be wrong, of course, but try to convince a magazine dealer of something^ Then
that particular morning I had been to the library, I believe — it was in the
summer and a hot day — and on the way home, something caused mo to stop in at a
littlo store which sells novelties, hobbies’ supplies, and as a sideline has a
rental library and smallmagazine
rack® And there was a copy of Weird Talese
I shelled out my two bits, made a new record in the twelve blocks cutting home,
and read the first yarn that caught my
attention in it* It was Dr* Keller’s
"Dust in the House," and that yarn is still one of my favorites® Second came
Bloch’s "Return to’the Sabbath" - which I still think is one of the most gruesome
yarns-written ~ and in another day I had finished the magazine®
first fantasy book is again hazy, but I think it was one from the library
about a cave-man -> or maybe a
cave-boy — named "Abo" Quite a mystery sur=
rounds this yam for me* Despite heroic efforts, I have never been bble to re«
member the title of it, and I can’t recall the concrete incidents in it, no» the
author’s name® At the time — seven or eight years ago — I was permitted only in
the children’s section of the library, and there is always a largo turn-sver of
books in that department — due to loss, quick wearing our, and so forth* I bor=
rowed the book and read it for the first time? six months later I wanted it again
and tried to find it* But I couldn’t,, „T couldn3t remember the title for certain,
the librarian couldn t help me, it wasn t to be found on the shelves, and I still
know next to nothing^about it* Does any fan? [Story of Ab, by Waterloo®]
My first back issues of stf magazines
came two at once® They were 1931
Arnazings, which I found in an old store that sold back number magazines on the
side* At that time,they were only three or four years old, and so I got them for
a dime each, in virtually perfect condition® Inside of three days, I think,
they were read from cover to cover, and I was after more® But though I searched
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that store’s stock for months after that? once a week or more often, the
vnly other fantasy magazine I was able to uncover was a 1931 Amazinr Oua-rtnr-i-vfor a
Then the old proprietor of it died? and
first fan magazine was the issue of the old Tessoract (November. -io^i
SXSvXtiX” ^tallment of J- Harvey Haggard’s "Planet of No Return"Xd
d„eh Devolution,,
It was sent me because my name had. appeared in the let+eXX”1 ^^22^=
a
“W, and I didn't,
sor^bQ“
emotions on getting it wore mixeds I thought there were p lot
"
things that could be done to make it better? and that it was a swell idea iust
the same and that I8d have to dunrediatelv ioin the SVAA whnnT’-Uia +« +i
" <
and also W up meat of the back iaaues of tte
^^Ud soXXfX?’
u.ow-pricedo I didn’t do any of those mentioned things0
" •
The first fantasy movie I ever saw was seen over a period of twelve
serial entitled ”^vSiSy^wX*X^
“Xto Xd InotXX T &

remember a great deal about ito

That was quite a while

r

Wh° Oarl

«.fli% XJ 'nB
in
«»«on of town at the tiZ Tan I
did until 1936 - and I»m almost positive it was after I began reading scirnma
fiction magazines,, ("The Vanishing hadow" was an Universal seSS ifi«^ ?n
early 1934? the featured player bei^ Onslow SteveX S was 2 liviS
"TteyinXuie

“ °"I’°S911 °f mMy °f tte redeoted oo®o« of

first fan contact? technically? was probably Ted Carnell
t xough he doesn t remember ito It was in the shape of a pencilled notation on a
sample copy of Nov^ Terras ? ”U3SB Stamps OK J' £hat one doesn TcXt
my first contact with the real science fiction wdrld came after Jim Avery and I
aa£2E£a_~4 I mailed out a bmoh of iSttZs^X foxXt. X° P^vx°us^
names were completely unknown? and neither of us had.....
Tf?0On
$onta°t with a fan or professional author^ Ten letters went out
sj the same -lime from me? the first two responses came in the mail"a few days later
at the same time - from Amelia Reynolds Long and E. Eo Smitho If memX XX
1 opened first tne one from Skylark? and thus made my entrance into th?fan world*
THE END
F^Vascience digest? Issue No 2? 1940
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EXCERPTING a® binding
by
Langley Searles
of
Zsstefrio ^stories and the five issues of FanXiX?7 ^J'T/ made G^®^^ia<iing obsolete? not only h^T
tneua.
supply
of available
reprints been
scarcely
j
of
- 60,000
wards bimonthly
lt m
?TS touched hut n+ ^.a
iS

+__+.

,-zooption of HervitVs novels, very little stuff of pne-1930 vintage is seoine
, M
°£ ®*4n'te:p s
6ad besides, much Uunsey s-f will probably never
reprinted at all - no Burroughs, for example, and few it any ofXte
“tsita “
aninth> «« P1^. (Have you nottoed ttat
outs..ae of 1he Blind Spot” and sequel? only one Flint story has been reprinted?
It’s no accident? the reception that "The Lord of Death” met with his SsoourXd
tne early appearance of the remaand^ of his storieso In fact? you may neve/see
reprinted at allo) Plenty of those old-timers are pretty tame reading nowa~

days? of course, if you read ’em back in 1918 or so, memory can still play the
hypnotist with you when you see them again, but if you read, them for the first
time in 1941 and your hindsight is not 25 years but only five —

,
,

All of which shows that excerpting and binding is in^no sense out of date
in 1941, any more than it was in 1931? or will be in 1951* And hence a few
pointers on the subject would be timely to note, for it is f&r more of an art
than is
generally supposed* Once a serial is excerpted and bound, it can
seldom - if mistakes are made and a sloppy job has resulted - be done over neatly?
the task should be done porperly the first timeo
Suppose, for example, that we have a six-part serial on our hands, and
let us follow through the various steps in the making of the final product*
Materials needed* scissors, rubber paper-cement, ruler, pencil, heavy pins, (or
very slender nails), a small hammer, heavy magazine staples (paper clips, cut and
bent to the proper size with pinchers, may be used if staples are lacking),
brown gummed tape (one inch wide), blank pulp-type paper, a few sheets of bond
or typewriter paper,, Tho work is most conveniently carried out on a knee-hole
desk or a table of suitable height*
First, remove the staples from the magazine, bending them back where they
clamp over the last page of the magazine, and pulling them out in front - best
accomplished by slipping the ends of a closed scissors under the wires and twist
ing them free* Now view tho magazine along tho top edge near the backstrip,
and note that it is composed of five ox* al® sections, still held together by glue*
By consulting tho table of contents, the
section or sections containing the
desired serial can be located by tho page numbers* Break tho binding on both
sides of these sections and carefull remove them intact* Separate them carefully;
and then chip off tho dried glue* Next, tear tho sections apart in the middle
(where the fold is) - or better still, cut them apart with a scissors* Discard
the pages not containing the desired story, and then repeat the entire process
for all the other parts of the serial story, netting aside each installment in
the proper order*

Tear or cut out about a dozen sheets of pulp paper to the standard maga
zine size (9 3/4 x 6 3/4) j a^d put two of them before the first page of the story*
Now take the first page and, if tho story itself begins on an even-numbered page,
cement to its back a blank sheet of pulp paper, using rubber cement (I use”Best=’
Test” brand myself), and following the directions given for permanent binding*
Be sure to apply a thin, even coat of the cement
’ both to the back of the first
story-page and the blank sheet of the paper? get a 25/oan with a brush for easy
application, or for even better results spreau. the stuff on with your index fin
ger (it is easily rubbod off when dry)* This rubber cement has the great advan
tage of not wrinkling the paper it is used on, and also rubbing off any excess
that may have beea inadvertantly applied
on tho wrong area®

’

Now turn to the last page of part one* If it is odd—numbered, it has on
the back some advertising or the beginning of some other story, or some similar
unwanted material* If the first page of part two of the serial is also odd-num
bered, the columns of print from the last page of part one may be carefully cut
out and transferred (cement them on in the usual way) to this first page of part
two* Although the illustration (if any) should not be covered in this way, the
synopsis may be, as it is of no value if tho entire stor„ is present® If there
is any of these columns left over, simply cement them to a blank page, and place
the latter between the two installments* If there is not enough
to cover the
synopsis, simply use a bit of blank pulp paper, out to the proper size, to do it*
On the other hand, if the first page of part two is even-numbered, insert a blank
page between the two serial parts, and on the first side of it cement the cast
columns of part one and on tho second side the beginning of part two® Combined
with a few variations to suit Specific conditions, this method will usually suc
ceed beautifully in eliminating unwanted printed matter from the pages of the
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aorialo Apply this method, to the juncture of parts two end. three, three and four?
etco, until the last page of the story is reachodq Treat this like the first page
if necessary? and. then after it put a couple of blank sheets of pulp papero

Now take two sheets of ‘bond, paper (cut to magazine size) and along one
side of each stick down a strip of the brown gummed-tape. Use one of these pages
(tape side in) for a title-page? typing or writing on it the name of the story?
the author? and any other infoxmat ion you wish to record permanently, and placing
it in the position of page one® Use the other page (likewise tape-side in) for
the last page of the serialo
This completed, all is ready for stapling0 Gather the pages together?
shaking and tapping them until the left-hand and upper edges are even0 Keeping
them in this position? place them down flat, the first page uppermost and the
left-hand edge toward you,. Leaving an inch of so space free along this edge,
weight down the pages with some hoary objects, such as books, to keep them in
places Next, using heavy pins or slender nails, drive holes for three staples
along the edge; one set of holes should be in the middle, and the others about
an inch and a quarter from either end® x’ever attempt to drive in the staples with
out first preparing holes for them, as this is one of the surest ways to botch
the job completely 8 But, on the other hand, the holes should not be so large a^
to allow the pages to shift® After tap staples have been driven through their
holes? turn them down at the back in the usual wayo

Then take a piece of gummed tape and fasten it lengthwise around the
stapled edges to act as a backstrip, After this, take another piecu of similar
length, and fold it in half lengthwise, gummed side out® Moisten cue—half of
it an?, affix along the left-hand (stapled) edge? folded side to the left8 V^t
tze othor
edge and press down a 8 1/2 x 11 sheet of bond paper over it? leaving
about an inch and a half projecting over the left-hand edge- Now csemont this
projecting e^ge around the back of the magazine — that is, the backstrip — to the
bavk side®
'hen trim off any paper extending beyond the edges of the pages of
uhe story, if tae serial had a cover- illustration? it can be cemented to the
froit cover of the bound story? and if desired? a small strip of paper bearing
uhe typed title of tho stoiy may be cemented to the backstripo * inally? stack
a p. le of booics on top of the bound story, and allow it to remain under pressure
at least overnight, preferably longero
The chief objection to binding a serial in this manner will probably be
that it is time-consuming operationo Granted, it iso But the result will usually
jo fvund to be worth the trouble expended., Ang
is absolutely necessary to
cut down on time? simply eliminate the cementing operations described in para^
graph six aboveo

Ifu you’re an entirely new hand at this business, here's a few more tips
for yc.io Pirst, don’t try to hurry the process? there ai*e simply no short cuts
to a neatly-boundexcerpt, unless you want to buy it already madeo Second, don’t
make yur first binding jobs on your best stories? practice oh the wor^t ones
first9 then tackle the good onesq And here’s a tip, not only for beginners? but
for everybodyo Always be on the lookout for new tricks and ideas that you can
incorporate into your work, and don s’ hesitate to try them, for that’s the only
way to jrove their worths
lastly, don’t take it for granted that, because the average story runs
to magazine length — 128 pages or so - you must limit or build up the stories you
bind to approximately that length® By using heavier. - cardboard — covers? and
heavier staples? you can build up your bound excerpts to 4OO-5OO pages safely;
if necessary for added strength, reinforce the backstrips and cover hinges with
cheese—clotho Thus you can collect the works of your favorite author in one

"booko” ^’or examples in my own excerpt collection, X have William Gray Beyer’s
series of stories bound, up in this fashion? it runs to about 300 pages® Like
wise, the Argosy fantastics of Llurray Leinster (tuero are about thirteen yarns
in all, by the way) I have bound, up in one
volume? they run to about 450 pages®
In closing, I vzould/S^ise bothering with serials that have appeared, la
book form if you can get the book instead® Having a novel in a professionally—
bound, volume is better, of course, than doing it yourself? but often - as with
some of Merritt's works — the book is far harder to get® So bind the story up
yourself if you have to — and be assured that if you take time and patience enough
on the job to do it right, it will compare favorably in appearance with the
professional version® '“’nd good luck to you in your work®

*
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THE DECADENT AGE IN MAGAZINE SCIENCE FICTION
Robert W® Lowndes
(Hotel The writer makes no pretense, in this article, of speaking for
any save himself® Ho would be interested in knowing how many, if any, of the
"oldtime fans"agree with himo "Oldtime fan" in this case is to be taken as
descriptive of an enthusiast te magazine science—fiction of not less than ten
years standing® ® ® ® ®Tho term "decadent" is among the many abused expressions
in our language? it ' has oome to mean, for many people, sheer contempt and a
brand of inferiority® Not so is it used hereo '..hen the writer says "decadent"
he is employing
an analytic adjective in denoting a type? no comment upon de
sirability or goodness is to be connoted therewith®)
When one speaks of a period of decadence in the arts, in music, or in
literature, it is usually assumed that this period follows a classical or
"golden age" era®
he particular art heretofor has been flowing onward, keeping
pace with the flow of progress in the world without, gaining in strength and
agility, increasing steadily both as to quantity and quality® ^hen the hiatus
occurs, this flow is blocked, but not abrogated? sheer inertia causes it to spread
out, to flow back upon itself, to create eddies and whirlpools® For a time, this
spreading our creates great brilliance, and not until the flow has finally halted
and the stream become stagnate does "decadence" become death®
In magazine science fiction, we saw a classical pgriod, although whether
or not there really was anything resembling a "golden age is very questionable®
Had the world not been plunged into chaos be economic crisis of unprecedented order,
had the flow of science not been halted thus, then magazine^science fiction could
correspondingly have reached the peak of its development®
ut with the breakdown
of scientific progress, the forcible retrogression of progress in many parts of
the world, and the mad divergence of all aims to military objectives, science
fiction, which was so vitally connected with the free and unhampergd^^wr of
scientific thought, progress, and experiment along constructive/llnes,
istruck
an impassable barrier® so far had it gone? no f rther could it go® It could.
true, look into the immediate future, build upon what knowledge there was and ex
trapolate upon such, building blocks of the future as the scientist had made or
described, but no longer was there an ever-progressing base for it® sor five years
there has© been little or no new bas®s for science fiction? there have only been
modifications and improvements upon such bases as had been and rejection of a few
which had seemed sound at that time® The proof of this is indicated in that out—
standing science fiction stories of five years ago are hardly idistinguishable, from
the scientific basis thereof, from outstanding science fiction tales of today® lot,
compare tho best stf tales of five years ago with the best of ten years ago® 14
will become painfully apparent, then, how complete ths hiatus has been®
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is not enough to shrug the matter off by suggesting commercialism on the
part of editors and. publishers® Kot that this has no effect, but that it cannot
be accepted, as the prime factor® Editors and. publishers have always been commercial®
The Argosy fantastic tales would not have been continued if from the first, they
had not proven drawing cards, immensely popular with the readerso
As a matter of fact, when we speak of ’’bases” for stf tales, the rejection
of this principle by so many authors and editors, and the widespread doubt as
to whether or not such exists can be taken as a symptom of decadences Science
fiction has long ceased to be explorative? it is now decorative* At its best it
is smooth entertainment, brilliant fantasy with an undertone pleasing to ’’stream
lined" moderns® It aids in the mythology that scientists have invented for
themselves? it shows every sign of becoming the mythology of the Neurotic Age
(with thanks to Stanton A* Coblents for a vexy“apt non->political definition of
ous1 times)..

..hen d„id the decadent age in magazine science fiction begin? It seems to
have started markedly with Weiribaum, the great decorative romanticist., Ironically
enough, he brought into stf something it needed after it was too late for any
innovation to be of any use to it® The river had already beon damned* Weinbaum
brought the' realist-romantic touch, the light realism which, during- the classical
period could well have resulted in remarkable progress in stf* But, further
progress feeing impossible, it remained only for the stf writers to make of this
valuable instrument in stf expression a thing=»in-itself«
And with what brilliance has the stream of science-fiction flowed back
upon its own current, made eddies and whirlpools, expanded and increased enormously..
The fact that, despite economic conditions, there are a dozen st£ magazines going
shows that it is not dead - yet*

number of enthusiasts, no doubt, wish it were dead* But the decadent
age in magazine science-fiction is not yet over, and it goes on, brilliantly and
meaning^ssl^e Out of this whirlpool has come and will come many tales excellent
in themselves, some tales which are literature® It will serve one purpose? to
show tho inhabitants of some distant future how mighty were the wei things of the
creative, imaginative soul of the 20th century in the dark age of economic
disruptim*
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